
  

Landscape
Rush University Medical Center, a 664-bed hospital, wanted to increase 

security and simplify its key system, starting with its new 14-story, 375-bed 

Tower hospital building. The project was part of a long-term, comprehensive 

effort to enhance security at all Rush facilities, which also included Rush 

University, Rush Oak Park Hospital and Rush Health. 

Desired outcome
As part of its master plan, Rush wanted an access control system that 

could  expand to meet its needs over the next ten years, not only for the 

Tower but also across its other 25 buildings. Additionally, it needed to 

regain control of and simplify its key system. Both required solutions that 

were flexible, dependable and straightforward so they could be handled  

by the health network’s technical engineering team. 

Solutions
Wireless Access Control
The health network’s interest in wireless electronic security began  

several years prior with a central kitchen project that required a large 

amount of wiring to install the system. Since then, wireless has been  

their first choice. It provides savings in both cost and time—and offers  

the most convenience.

The health network selected a system built around Schlage® AD-400 

wireless electronic locks with integrated readers. More than 500 locks 

were part of the initial system. Future campus upgrades are to include an 

additional 400 locks.
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The AD-400 locks provide online, real-time access control and are uniquely designed 

with easily changeable reader modules—ideal for future upgrades since they don’t 

require changing the entire lock. All required hardware components are combined into a 

single integrated design that incorporates the electrified lock, credential reader, request-

to-exit switch, door position switch, tamper guard and more.

AD Series locks were added to openings that separate public areas from restricted areas, 

such as private offices or cross corridors between buildings. While keys are used on 

offices and suites within these areas, card readers control access to the  

areas themselves.

Mike Craig, Medical Center Engineering Assistant Director, says he has them in about 

half of the complex. “Any time we have a new capital project, whether they’re doing 

an entire floor or suite, we put a wireless reader on areas where we have issues with 

access and key control.” He says departments within the organization also request the 

electronic locks for the convenience of not having to use keys and to have better control 

over security. 

AD-Series locks were added to openings that 
separate public areas from restricted areas, such as 
private offices or cross corridors between buildings. 

Key Management System

In addition to improving its electronic access control, Rush wanted to upgrade its key 

system. Mechanical keys were used in many applications throughout the hospital for 

overrides on the electronic locks and in areas where the user numbers were small and 

not often changed. According to Craig, the previous system had been expanded to 

more than 8,000 cylinders and included more than a half dozen different keyways—

making it increasingly difficult to know who had the keys and masters. 

To regain key control and simplify management of an ever-expanding system, the 

health network worked with Allegion to develop a new plan based on the Schlage 

Everest 29™ patent-protected keyway. The keyway’s new, patent-protected undercut 

design offers protection through 2029. It delivers the highest level of mechanical 

security available because it cannot be duplicated without authorization. 

Allegion key consultants helped Rush develop a system that will be expandable for 

at least the next ten years—all without creating another master. To keep track of the 

new keys, the hospital uses a key management software system that manages key 

distribution. Over a two-year process, Rush is converting its buildings with mechanical 

access to the Everest 29. 

Additional hardware solutions
Other Allegion hardware solutions implemented at Rush include:

• LCN® Senior Swing automatic door operators and 4041 door closers 

• Von Duprin® 98/99 series exit devices

• Glynn-Johnson® hospital push/pull locks and hold-opens

• Ives® hinges

Glynn-Johnson® hospital push/pull locks and  
hold-opens are used on patient rooms in the new 
Tower hospital building.
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Rush is a not-for-profit healthcare, education 
and research enterprise based in Chicago that 
includes Rush University Medical Center, Rush 
University, Rush Oak Park Hospital and Rush 
Health. The Medical Center encompasses 25 
buildings and has a 664-bed hospital that serves 
adults and children. The new Tower building is 
the largest new construction healthcare project in 
the world to earn LEED (Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design) Gold certification.

Result

The Tower project provided an opportunity to achieve greater savings by incorporating 

wireless security on a larger scale. 

“Once we install a panel to interface with our security system, we can handle up to 16 

locks on that single panel without installing conduit and pulling wires,” says Craig. “We 

save the cost of these materials and the time it takes to put them in place.” 

Additionally, because the system is modular in design, it provides flexibility for future 

upgrades and expansions.

All of these solutions have become part of the product specification guide used to 

unify door and security hardware throughout all Rush facilities. Products included in 

the guide are chosen for expected life, service needs, parts availability, cost and more. 

“Standardizing also makes it easier for the hospital’s staff to stock parts and to 

perform maintenance when needed,” says Craig. 



Modern convenience
Schlage Control Smart Locks offer unparalleled convenience 

that makes them more attractive to multi-family property 

owners and residents alike. Property owners value the no-tour 

functionality that allows them to create credentials and update 

a lock within seconds, without having to tour the lock. And, 

residents can use a smart credential or even their phones to 

gain access to their home. Plus, with smart credentials—or a 

third-party mobile app—the need to manage keys is eliminated. 

Schlage secure
Integrators can be confident in the strength and quality of the 

lock itself. The innovative design of the Schlage Control Smart 

Lock—no key and no cylinder—provides a high level of security. 

All locks are pickproof and bump proof. Additionally, they 

feature a BHMA Grade 2 certification. The locks also provide 

visibility to past activity and audit trails are retrievable. Schlage 

Control Smart Locks are 90-minute UL fire-rated.

Efficiency that leads to profitability
With the Schlage Control Smart Lock, integrators are selling 

more than convenience and security. With efficiency-boosting 

capabilities, the locks allow properties to focus on operating 

more profitably. Thanks to the integrated ENGAGE Technology, 

the locks can be controlled through the cloud using mobile 

applications and integrated with third-party access control 

platforms. This open architecture design allows property 

owners to manage both residence and common area doors, 

streamlining operations (and saving money) from a single 

software platform. 

Product profile

Schlage Control™ Smart Locks  
ideal for multi-family properties

The new Schlage Control Smart Locks provide a great way for integrators 

to expand into the multi-family market and offer an affordable electronic 

security option. 



Appealing style
Finally, with an appealing, contemporary design, the new 

Schlage Control Smart Locks will grab the attention of 

prospective residents. The locks are available in Schlage’s 

popular Greenwich and Addison trim styles and in the Satin 

Nickel, Aged Bronze, Satin Chrome and Bright Chrome finishes. 

With so many options, you’ll be able to provide clients with 

the ability to easily suite with other hardware and enhance the 

overall styling of a building or property.

More information
Visit the Schlage Control webpage

Watch Schlage Control video
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If you want an Allegion integrator sales rep to assist your client, 
contact us today online or by calling 888-758-9823.

http://www.Schlage.com/multifamily.com
https://youtu.be/8pJioi3sMgQ
http://www.allegion.com
http://www.allegion.com/us
http://us.allegion.com/irst/Pages/contact_us.aspx


  

Project scope
For students, a college dormitory is a home away from home. For university 
housing departments, a residence hall or a collection of residence halls can 
be a management challenge equal to a small town. With thousands of 
students to serve each year, colleges are constantly scratching their heads 
as they look for ways to better manage these communities, including how 
to increase security while improving efficiency.

The University of Mississippi (also known as Ole Miss), like most 
universities, has regularly evaluated products and services that can help 
better serve students even as the total student population grows. With 
more than 20,000 students, 40 percent of whom live in on-campus 
housing, the members of the Housing IT Department have their work cut 
out for them. 

Challenge
Prior to 2009, Ole Miss had only mechanical locks throughout the campus, 
so students used a physical key to access their residence hall and room. 
This posed a security threat as there was no way to deactivate a lost or 
stolen key — both common problems with a campus of this size. 
Additionally, there were significant costs associated with replacing or 
rekeying mechanical locks. 

Looking to improve security and reduce the time associated with managing 
keys due to frequent turnover, the university decided to invest in an 

Case study 

The University 
of Mississippi
Integrating Schlage® AD Series 
wireless locks with BadgePass™

The university integrated Scchlage AD Series 
wireless locks with BadgePass TotalCard to 
better control access rights in residence halls.



electronic access control and visitor registration system. The 
goal was to find a solution that was simple to install, fit 
within budget and could manage access rights and privileges 
at all 14 residence halls and two apartment complexes. 

Solution
The school added Schlage® AD Series wireless locks using 
BadgePass™ TotalCard in 2009 to secure all of the interior 
resident doors. The AD Series provides many of the same 
benefits of a hardwired system but without the wires. This 
allowed the school to secure doors that were traditionally 
difficult to run wires to in the past, making installation 
quicker and more cost-efficient. Real-time monitoring, audit 
trails and centralized lockdown capabilities create a safe and 
secure environment. The AD Series was designed on an open 
architecture platform so that it can easily be integrated into 
virtually any access control system, including BadgePass.

TotalCard is a powerful campus card system that allows 
colleges and universities to easily identify, validate and track 
students and faculty members. Students can use their ID 
cards for a variety of things both on and off campus including 
purchases, utilizing meal plans, attending events, accessing 
dorm rooms and other campus facilities, tracking attendance 
in class and more.

TotalCard is designed to work within each university to 
provide user-friendly account management, reporting and 
system administration. The system’s modular design 
combined with the AD Series scalability allows campuses to 
implement features and applications one at a time, in phases 
or all at once, depending on specific campus needs. The 
system can easily expand with a campus as its needs evolve.

Results
Prior to implementing TotalCard, Ole Miss students gained 
access to their residence hall and room with a standard 

mechanical key. The biggest security risk to this method 
occurred as students lost their keys, because there is no way 
to “deactivate” a lost or stolen key. By migrating to wireless 
locks and credentials for access, cards can be immediately 
deactivated in the system as soon as they are reported lost or 
stolen, minimizing the risk of unapproved access. 
Furthermore, the process of granting access is far simpler 
with an electronic system.

When considering options for access control, the campus 
was very concerned with cost and ease of installation. Today 
the campus has installed nearly 3,500 AD Series wireless 
locks—adding security and convenience to every residence 
hall at Ole Miss. By implementing wireless locks, they were 
able to minimize installation and wiring costs, while still 
providing electronic access to each individual room. To 
further simplify things, each wireless lock is battery powered 
and system administrators receive notifications as batteries 
need to be changed, ensuring locks are online and active at 
all times.

Once the system was chosen and locks were installed, the 
campus needed to consider how credentials would be issued 
and activated. At Ole Miss, ID cards were mailed to each 
student’s home address during the summer. This solved the 
issue of long lines at the campus card office on move in day, 
but with no way of accounting for students as they moved in, 
it created a problem of inaccurate records.

The housing department approached TotalCard for help 
building a solution to ensure each student “checked in” while 
moving in before accessing their room. TotalCard facilitated 
an integration between the access control system and 
StarRez, the campus housing management system, allowing 
room numbers and access privileges to be instantly assigned 
to students once they’ve presented their credential and 
checked in at the front desk of their residence halls. StarRez 
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is a comprehensive student housing solution that includes 
online housing applications, online roommate and room 
self-selection, as well as complete integration with other 
campus systems like TotalCard.

“We manage all of our student room assignments in StarRez, 
so we knew an integration between the two systems would 
help to simplify the move in process,” explains Chris Thornton, 
Systems Administrator for Student Housing. “To check in, 
students present their prox cards to a reader at the front desk 
of their residence hall, at which time their room assignment 
and access privileges are activated instantly in TotalCard. This 
is great for us because students get fast and easy access to 
their rooms and we get an electronic list of who has moved in 
already and who has not.”

The campus also benefits from use of TotalCard’s electronic 
visitor registration system at each residence hall. Students 
are asked to meet their guest in the lobby of their building, at 
which time both the student and guest present an ID and a 
record of the visit is logged. The system accepts both student 
ID cards and driver’s licenses for fast enrollment and 
electronic reporting, giving administrators easy access to 
information about who is coming and going in each building.

The combination of electronic door access and visitor 
registration adds extra security to residence halls of any size. 
By implementing a fully integrated one-card system like 
TotalCard, a housing department benefits from the features 
and functionality of multiple applications without the 
headache of managing each system individually. When used 
with the AD Series, the campus gets the security that’s 
expected from Schlage plus the added convenience of 
electronic locks.



  

First  
Tennessee 
Bank
A Schlage Biometrics access control  
case study

HandKeys create self-service safe deposit box 
system at First Tennessee Bank
“We strongly recommend it as a way to free up bank personnel so they can focus  

on sales.” 

 - Wayne Legget, Project Manager for Physical Security, First Tennessee Bank

At the new East Memphis branch of the First Tennessee Bank, customers are 

getting to their safe deposit boxes faster, and the bank no longer needs to staff 

personnel exclusively to administer customers in and out of the vault. First 

Tennessee Bank leveraged the convenience of biometric hand geometry, which 

positively identifies people based on the size and shape of their hand, with the 

installation of Diebold’s PassVault®, a biometric-based self-service safe deposit 

box system.

“We were challenged by the retail department to come up with a way where 

the bank could free up personnel to be more active in sales, versus dedicating a 

person to the safe deposit box vault,” explains Wayne Leggett, Project Manager 

for Physical Security and Construction at the new First Tennessee Bank branch. 

“Initially, we looked at using a keypad with a code and a magnetic stripe card, as 

with an automated teller machine (ATM), but there was too much opportunity 

for cards to get lost or displaced. Lost keys are an age-old problem with safe 

deposit boxes. Then, Diebold recommended PassVault.”

“We simply took an established, conventional banking application and improved 

it through the efficiency of biometric technology to create better customer 

service and security,” said Richard Baggot, vice president, Electronic Security and 

Currency Systems Group at Diebold. “Customers now have faster access to their 

safe deposit boxes without branch assistance.”

Statistics
Industry: Financial

Application: Access control

Biometric: HandKey®

Users: 320

Geography: United States



The HandKey II is attached to the wall just outside the day gate to the vault. The 

customer enters a personal identification number (PIN) code and then places their 

hand on the device, which compares its length, width, thickness and surface area 

against a template previously stored within the PassVault system. It takes less than one 

second to verify identification and grant unassisted access into the vault.

“Our customers have responded very positively,” Leggett adds. “Our regional  

vice presidents are now looking at retrofitting more branches with PassVault. We 

strongly recommend it as a way to free up bank personnel so they can focus on sales.”

The HandKey II is currently a standalone unit but bank officials are discussing 

networking the device so the New Accounts department can open accounts and 

assign safe deposit boxes via a network system without directing customers to specific 

branches.

Since the HandKey can be used as a standalone unit, banks and other facilities can 

provide heightened security and customer convenience without installing and wiring 

panels or connecting to networks. Customers do not need to remember to bring cards 

or keys to the facility to get the increased benefits of automation.

First Tennessee Bank
The new East Memphis branch of the First 
Tennessee Bank wanted to find an easier way  
for customers to access their safe deposit 
boxes. The branch implemented the HandKeyII 
biometric HandReader by Schlage. As a result, 
customers now have faster access to their safe 
deposit boxes without branch assistance.
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Hawaiian Airlines swaps time cards  
for biometrics and cuts costs
“The HandPunch® system is great. It is more accurate and allows us to quickly 

add or delete employee IDs. Our cost of maintenance is low. Most important, 

the employees find it very easy to use.”

 - David Enersen, Senior Director of IT, Hawaiian Airlines

Summary
Highly rated Hawaiian Airlines modernizes time and attendance and cuts 

administrative costs with Schlage HandPunch® biometric readers.

Business Need
Hawaiian Airlines, Hawaii’s first and largest airline, offers 135 flights a day 

inter-island and to and from the United States and the South Pacific. The 

carrier recently replaced its entire fleet with new Boeing jets. The carrier 

also wanted to update the antiquated clock and time card system that 

its 2,000 full-and part-time union, hourly, and contract employees used. 

One objective was to reduce administrative costs for buying, storing and 

replacing lost cards. A second was to stop occasional card misuse—people 

punching in for late or absent fellow workers.

Hawaiian 
Airlines
A Schlage time and attendance  
case study

Statistics

Industry: Transportation

Application: Time and attendance

Biometric: HandPunch®

HandReaders: 15

Users: 2,000

Geography: United States & South Pacific



HandPunch® is a registered trademark of Schlage.
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Hawaiian Airlines
Founded in 1929, Hawaiian Airlines today serves 
20 domestic and international destinations in 
the Pacific region. Hawaiian is based in Honolulu 
on the island of Oahu, employs over 5,000 
people, and offers 212 daily flights. Its Boeing jet 
fleet carries more than 8 million passengers a 
year. Conde Nast Travel + Leisure consistently 
rates Hawaiian Airlines as one of the 10 best 
U.S. carriers.

Challenges
The airline wanted an automated system that could deliver timely, accurate time and 

attendance data to supervisors company-wide and allow management to apply work 

rules uniformly. 

Solution
Nearly a decade ago, Hawaiian Airlines began to replace its time cards with Schlage 

HandPunch terminals.

When employees punch in or out, they simply enter their ID numbers into the built-in 

HandPunch keypad and place their hands on the reader for verification. The HandPunch 

examines the size and shape of the hand, checks 90 different hand measurements and, 

in less than a second, verifies that the hand matches the ID number. Employees must be 

physically present to punch in and out, which prevents misuse.

Results
Hawaiian Airlines now has a network of HandPunch terminals installed in 15 locations 

throughout the Hawaiian Islands. Every night, the terminals upload time and 

attendance data and hand templates to a central database. Supervisors can check and 

edit time and attendance data online. Once the supervisor approves the timecard, the 

data automatically goes to payroll for processing. The system applies the correct pay 

grade and calculates vacation, holiday, overtime and other pay variations.

“The system is great,” said David Enersen, senior director of information technology at 

Hawaiian Airlines. “It is more accurate and allows us to quickly add or delete employee 

IDs. Our cost of maintenance is low. Most important, the employees find it very easy  

to use.”
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FirstBank Puerto Rico controls costs 
with HandPunch®

“As I told the employees, there are no excuses with the HandPunch®. Your hand is 

your credential. You can forget a card but you cannot forget your hand.” 

 - Aida Garcia, First Vice-President & Director of Human Resources, 

  FirstBank Puerto Rico

Summary
Fast-growing FirstBank Puerto Rico reduced hourly payroll costs and took control 

of time and attendance with Schlage HandPunch® terminals. 

Business need
Caribbean-based FirstBank Puerto Rico, the second largest commercial bank in 

the Commonwealth with more than 1,700 hourly employees, needed to retool 

its time and attendance system to reduce payroll costs, prevent unauthorized 

overtime and stop timecard misuse. The bank also wanted to do away with two 

costly practices: employees punching in early for work, and “buddy punching,” or 

clocking in other employees who are absent.

Challenges
At one time, FirstBank employees reported time and attendance on the honor 

system. The bank lacked attendance controls and had no data on employee 

absenteeism and tardiness. In 1990, FirstBank installed a bar-code-based 

identification card system.

“The bar-code-based identification card was good,” said Aida Garcia, first vice-

president and director of human resources. “But employees began punching each 

other in and then they would claim that they forgot their cards to avoid clocking 

in. It was hard to maintain control.” 

FirstBank 
Puerto Rico
A Schlage time and attendance  
case study

Statistics
Industry: Financial

Application: Time & attendance

Biometric: HandPunch®

HandReaders: 108 

Users: 1,700

Geography: United States



Employees also were clocking in up to a half-hour before their shifts started. By 
law, bank employees must be paid for time clocked, even if they did not work.

Solution
FirstBank augmented the bar-code identification system with 108 Schlage 
HandPunch® terminals. The terminals are installed in 100 locations, including 
bank branches, corporate headquarters and affiliated businesses in Puerto Rico, 
and the U.S. and British Virgin Islands.

The HandPunch terminals eliminate expenses associated with replacing lost 
time cards. They also stop unauthorized overtime and timecard misuse. Instead 
of filling out or punching timecards, employees simply place their hands on the 
HandPunch. It automatically takes a three-dimensional reading of the size and 
shape of the hand, and verifies the user’s identity in less than a second.

After seeing the HandPunch system demonstrated, Garcia recommended that 
the bank install it. “It was the solution to our problems,” she said. “As I told 
the employees, there are no excuses with the HandPunch. Your hand is your 
credential. You can forget a card but you cannot forget your hand.”

An Ethernet connection links the HandPunch terminals to the bank’s Windows-
based network and works seamlessly with the bank’s web-based time and 
attendance software.

Results
FirstBank’s HandPunch terminals record more than 10,000 transactions per 
workday. Employees swipe their badges through the HandPunch’s integrated 
bar code reader and place their hands on the unit to confirm their identity. They 
clock in at the beginning of the day; clock in and out for lunch and breaks; and 
then punch out in the evening. If an employee attempts to punch in before a shift 
begins, the HandPunch will not accept it.

The terminals offer supervisors the flexibility of making manual adjustments 
when employees forget to punch in or to record sick leave, vacations or authorized 
overtime. In fact, First Bank has significantly reduced the payroll department 
workload because supervisors and employees are now responsible for many 
attendance functions.

Not only has FirstBank saved substantially by streamlining the attendance 
process, and eliminating unauthorized overtime and buddy punching, but 
employee response to the system has been “excellent,” Garcia reported. Fast-
growing FirstBank expects to add more HandPunch units soon as it continues to 

upgrade its time and attendance system.

HandPunch® is a registered trademark of Schlage.

FirstBank Puerto Rico
FirstBank Puerto Rico employs more than 2,000 
people and has assets surpassing $9.6 billion. 
A publicly traded company, FirstBank currently 
operates 92 facilities throughout Puerto Rico 
and the U.S. and British Virgin Islands, including 
subsidiaries Money Express and First Truck and 
Car Rental. It operates 55 full-service branches 
including 12 offices in the U.S. and British Virgin 
Islands. The FirstBank Insurance Agency operates 
six sales offices within FirstBank branches.
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Schlage Biometrics Training – HandNet Software (SBT-HNWL) 
 

Description 
 

This training is designed to give business partners, dealers, and solution providers a strong working 
knowledge of the Schlage Biometrics Access Control HandKey software (HandNet for Windows and 
HandNet Lite). 

 

Scope 
 

Upon completion of the course, the business partners, dealers and solution providers will have a 
complete understanding of the Schlage Biometrics Access Control software and their relationship with 
hardware operation.  The successful student will be able to install and program all the functions of 
HandKey handreaders. 

 

Timeline 
 

2-Day Course: 

Training class runs from 8:00AM – 4:00PM.  Please check with your local representative 
regarding training dates. 

Day 1 8:00AM – 4:00PM (HandNet for Windows – section 1) 

Day 2 8:00AM – 4:00PM (HandNet for Windows – section2, HandNet Lite) 

 

Training Pricing 
 

Offsite Training: 

$1200/day plus travel expenses (maximum 10 trainees per classroom) 

Onsite: 

 $300/person  

 

Specific Course Goals 
 

1. To obtain working knowledge of the HandKey software. 
2. To acquire the ability to setup with HandKey hardware. 
3. To be able to perform basic troubleshooting of HandKey software. 

 

Format 
 

The Training consists of a series of lectures, hands-on demonstrations and configuration of the Access 
Control HandKey software.  Informal sessions after hours will be encouraged. 

 



 
 

Evaluation 
 

Training Certification will be presented upon the successful completion of the training. 

 

Instructors 
 

Instructor Name 
Schlage Biometric Solutions 
Allegion US 
Tel: 877-671-7011 
Email: Readers_Credentials_Biometrics_TechProdSupport@Allegion.com 

 

Content Covered 
 

Overview of HandNet for Windows: 

 

HandNet For  Windows 

 System Requirements 

 Installing HandNet  for Windows 

Learning the Toolbar 

Operator Mode 

 Login 

 Operator Name & Password 

Setting up the Network/Site 

 Communication settings 

Setting up Readers 

 Reader addressing 

 Default settings 

Setting up Time Zones 

 Auto unlock 

 Holidays 

 Schedules 

Setting up Access Profiles 

Adding Users 

 Special Enrollment 

 Adding multiple users 

Setting up Reports 

 Reporting options 

Archiving 

Review Menu Options 

Troubleshooting 

Hands-on Training 

mailto:Readers_Credentials_Biometrics_TechProdSupport@Allegion.com
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THE BOTTOM LINE  

Using biometrics to automate collection of time and attendance data can reduce buddy 

punching, manual data review, correction time, and payroll error.  The Schlage HandPunch 

gives customers a reliable and industrial option over other biometrics, delivering 

additional operational benefits by using hand geometry to increase reliability and reduce 

privacy concerns.  Customers maximizing the full potential of the technology can realize 

payback periods of less than 9 months facilitated through reduced errors, reduced or 

eliminated systems and materials costs, increased productivity, improved reporting and 

data visibility, along with reduced compliance risk. 

 

 

    

 

THE SOLUTION 

 

The Schlage HandPunch is a biometric terminal system for time punch entry and record 

generation used in conjunction with workforce management and human capital 

management software.  The terminal uses hand geometry to verify an employee’s identity, 

eliminating invasive measures such as fingerprint matching or facial recognition used by 

more conventional biometric terminals.  The company’s terminal gives customers the 

benefits associated with employee verification for records management. 

 

To use the terminal, employees enter a PIN or code and place their hand to generate a 

recorded time punch associated with the time of day.  Features of the HandPunch include: 

 Employee messaging and self-service.  The terminal can be configured to display 

messages and menus specific to each employee and referenced by their ID.  Keys can 

also be defined to let employees view and enter requests and update information.  

 Clock-based editing.  Managers can enter a password to modify data entry points 

without the need to access a computer.  

 Bell and door scheduling.  Employers can manage shifts and breaks while controlling 

access to facilities.  

 Data integration.  Data stored and used in the terminals to identify and access 

employment records can integrate directly with other applications in HR and payroll 

to ensure accuracy and reduce manual data review.  

   

WHY SCHLAGE HANDPUNCH 

 

Payroll is a significant source of operating costs for all companies and a small percent 

change in payroll error can be the difference of finishing a pay period profitably or in the 

red.  Companies have and are investing in workforce management systems (WFM) that 

improve payroll accuracy.  While WFM traditionally mitigates the risk of errors in reporting 
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and cost analysis, standalone enterprise software based on sign-in sheets, time punches, 

or schedule verifications can be error prone, slow, and incapable of reducing the risk 

associated with not validating an employee ID. 

 

The Schlage HandPunch uses hand geometry to improve the accuracy of time and 

attendance, eliminating the possibility of productivity cost drains caused by actions such 

as buddy punching – the practice of one employee signing in or out for another.  While 

other terminals identify users through palm prints, fingerprints, or iris scans, the 

HandPunch registers the size and shape of an employee’s hand, stores it in the system, 

and runs a verification match from the database to match an employee to his or her 

corresponding user record.  The technology’s use of geometry removes the invasive and 

often unreliable genetic identification techniques used by other systems, opting instead 

for large-scale measurements that require less precision to produce a higher level of 

accuracy in verification.  

 

KEY BENEFITS  

 

Nucleus found that companies using the Schlage HandPunch realized several benefits that 

result in cost savings over the term of use.  Key direct benefits include reduced errors and 

reduced materials costs, while key indirect benefits include increased productivity, 

increased data visibility, and reduced compliance risk.  

 

REDUCED ERRORS 

Reliable biometrics reduce the risk of employees altering time clock and payroll-related 

information.  As a result, companies can drive down the potential of buddy punching, 

manipulation of rounding rules, and employee location disputes that arise around legal 

length of time for donning and doffing and permitted overtime.  The average payroll error 

rate amounts to 1.2 percent of payroll and automating time and attendance and ensuing 

accuracy serves to reduce this rate.  One customer found that moving from paper time 

cards that could not determine one user from another to the HandPunch system 

significantly reduced buddy punching.  Other customers also found that moving from 

electronic badge systems to the new system reduced the risk that an employee would lose 

or forget a badge.       

 

The average payroll error rate amounts to 1.2 percent of payroll and automating time and 

attendance and ensuring accuracy serves to reduce this rate. 

 

Customers noted: 

 “People will use any excuse when they’re late but because the HandPunch was more 

reliable than fingerprint scanning, I mandated the use of the HandPunch: You will prove 

to me in the system that you were here or you will not get paid.  We still monitor the 

http://www.nucleusresearch.com/
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clocks but I know we’ve saved a fair amount on payroll overpayments because 

employees believe they will be caught.” 

 “We had problems monitoring time in and out accuracy.  It used to take managers away 

from their other tasks to have to manage it.  We tried different methods and ultimately 

the HandPunch made it so we didn’t need a lot of direct oversight to reduce our cost of 

managing or eliminating errors.  No one can punch in or out for another employee 

letting us see where, when, and how employees are on the clock and it is that simple.” 

 

Customers also found that the HandPunch terminal’s use of hand geometry proved more 

reliable than fingerprint scans, or handprints.  Nucleus identified the following advantages 

of the increased reliability that contributed to fewer errors in timestamp reporting: 

 The HandPunch takes an image from multiple angles and relies on visible details while 

a fingerprint relies on small-scale details that are subjected to environmental 

conditions such as dirty fingerprints or smudged scanners.  

 The HandPunch updates itself based on a built-in biometric template for each user 

over, adjusting as users’ change either from self-induced causes such as weight loss or 

gain, or from natural causes such as temperature changes or injuries.  

 

One customer found that: 

 “We work in a manufacturing environment and dirt is not uncommon.  It’s very 

common for people to have dirty hands from working in the plant all day and with a 

fingerprint scanner, I had to stand out there every day because there were so many 

errors.” 

 

REDUCED OR ELIMINATED SYSTEMS AND MATERIALS COSTS 

Companies that moved from paper time cards or badge recognition systems to automated 

terminal units with biometrics eliminated the cost of time cards and badges that average 5 

cents per card and 15 cents per badge.  Additionally, they eliminated the cost of storing 

time cards for payroll records and supporting badge systems inclusive of the cost of 

replacing worn, lost, or stolen badges.   

 

Companies that moved from paper time cards or badge recognition systems to automated 

terminal units with biometrics eliminated the cost of time cards and badges that average 5 

cents per card and 15 cents per badge.  

 

One customer commented: 

 “Employees would come to us having either lost, torn, or demagnetized their badges.  

We had gone to a new system from timecards because those would get lost, 

mishandled, or torn and we now had a more expensive resource to keep in inventory.  

The switch to the new terminal eliminated that without much risk of bad entries.” 
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INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY 

Organizations using the HandPunch reduced the time required for employee identification 

and punching in and out.  The system requires fewer materials to engage the system 

eliminating objects such as time cards and badges that stand between end users and 

accessing the terminal.  It also reduces the time that HR spends in the back office 

matching schedules to time punches, supervising the time punch process, and verifying 

overtime ahead of signing off on payroll.   

 

HandPunch users take advantage of the technology’s benefits, realizing productivity 

increases in a number of areas including: 

 Improved management productivity.  Automated data entry eliminated the need for 

manual data reviews and individual amendments to employee records and time 

stamp entries.  The biometric also increases the rate of accuracy in accessibility 

making it easier for managers to compile and review employee records, and for 

departmental heads to focus on actionable activities instead of spending time 

approving timecards. 

 

One customer using a basic terminal noted: 

 “Even though the clock added the hours, they had to be scrutinized.  It became an 

outdated thing.”  

 

 Improved employee productivity.  Rapid, reliable timekeeping ensured that 

employees spent more time on the job and less time entering timestamps.  Basic, 

automated time clocks depended on employees keeping their personal ID cards 

accessible and in good form; characteristics that more often than not resulted in lost, 

forgotten, or damaged badges.  Deploying the HandPunch accelerated the time 

punch process, decreasing the amount of time employees spent entering time and 

attendance data and increasing the amount of time they put into their primary role.  

 

One customer found that: 

 “Most of the time when our people are leaving, it’s all at the same time… and they 

would try to stop working to try to be first to punch out so they didn’t have to wait.  

[The] HandPunch takes only 30 seconds a person, and most of that time is people 

remembering their ID number and entering it.” 

 

 Improved administration.  Automating payroll and time and attendance using 

biometrics also reduces overall payroll administration time.  One organization found 

that it was able to redeploy more than one quarter of an HR staff member’s time to 

other activities by eliminating management of paper time cards.  Another 

organization reported that employees were able to save more than 30 hours per week 

reviewing time cards and processing timesheets.  

 

http://www.nucleusresearch.com/
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Automated payroll and attendance with biometrics allowed redeployment of HR staff time 

to other activities by eliminating paper time cards at times by more than ¼.  Employees 

could reduce the time needed to review and process timesheets by up to 30 hours per 

week.  

 

INCREASED DATA ACCESSIBILITY 

Automated data collection and timestamp entry with the HandPunch increased manager 

visibility into employee work habits and locations.  As a result, organizations realized 

improved monitoring as well as improved audit capabilities.  One company found that 

management could increase the rate at which they identified missing punches or punches 

where the start and finish locations did not match, establish the reasoning, and resolve the 

data conflict.  Another company found that facilitating immediate access to all of the 

information in their HRIS system through the HandPunch let managers determine if an 

employee began their day in one department and finished in another. 

 

One customer noted: 

 “In our organization, employees float between different departments.  We would often 

find out after the fact that they were clocking in and out in departments they weren’t 

scheduled to be working in that day.  The HandPunch let us match the location to the 

punch to understand where employees were using the system to prompt us to find out 

why.” 

 

The technology also lets managers perform weekly reviews of employee activity to see if 

staff members have erratic work hours or habits that can be detrimental to employee 

engagement, customer engagement, and employee-driven business outcomes.  The 

system recorded more accurate and precise data that improved payroll budgeting 

projections, enabled managers to allocate employee resources more effectively, and 

decreased the time needed to resolve audits and discrepancies.  Nucleus also found that 

greater visibility for both managers and employees reduced employee concerns about 

favoritism in scheduling and employee timestamp corrections.  

 

REDUCED COMPLIANCE RISK 

Companies found that using an accurate, auditable time and attendance tracking system 

reduced their risk of cost overages and fines caused by non-compliance measures.  It also 

reduced the amount of time managers spent managing compliance risks and ensuring 

that internal labor practices in scheduling aligned with FLSA, FMLA, ACA, union, state, 

local, and other federal rules and regulations.  Companies reported compliance to be the 

largest operational cost after labor, direct inventory and facilities.  Compliance costs are 

not readily known up front and are subject to change throughout a calendar year leaving 

many HR departments in the dark about the size of their actual risk.  While the HandPunch 

terminals do not report the cost of the risk, they enabled customers to manage individual 

employees’ labor hours through unbiased reporting to ensure that designated, known 

rules were being followed.  As a result, managers were able to access data to minimize the 
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up-front risk of non-compliance and eligibility verification costs for irregularly scheduled 

employees.  

 

One customer noted: 

 “To employees, a punch in or out is just adding time for pay.  To us, we have to be 

careful about accuracy so we don’t run into compliance risks.  [The] HandPunch gave us 

that added layer against basic errors like buddy punching or slipping in some added 

time that could cause us big problems with government rules and pay amounts.”  

 

KEY COST AREAS 

 

The main cost area for the HandPunch was the initial hardware investment.  Other areas 

reported by customers included: 

 Integration.  Schlage has several business partners that can integrate with the 

software forming the user interface in the technology but integration with other 

systems may be necessary to connect the time and attendance data to the central 

HRIS for payroll reporting.  Customers typically run into added costs for this in the 

way of consulting provided by their existing HRIS or payroll provider when they are 

implementing the HandPunch after deploying their HRIS or payroll solutions.  

 Personnel.  Initial personnel time was required to support implementation of the 

technology and manage the integration with existing HRIS applications.  In spite of 

reports of labor hours spent, Nucleus found that personnel time required was 

minimal. 

 Training.  Some basic, initial training was reported for employees and managers to be 

familiarized with the technology’s user interface.  Nucleus found that the HandPunch 

UI was intuitive and that the training time reported was also minimal.  

 

BEST PRACTICES  

 

Maximizing the return of any software or technology investment is up to the practices 

used to implement and maintain the solution while keeping internal staff fluent in its use.  

Nucleus found organizations followed a number of best practices to maximize their return 

on investment with the HandPunch and reduce the amount of time it took to recuperate 

the cost of the technology. 

 Clear communications.  Customers reported several concerns surrounding the 

HandPunch’s implementation surrounding employee data privacy, government data 

sharing, and data use.  The HandPunch does not collect fingerprints or palm data and 

cannot be used with systems such as the Automated Fingerprint Identification System 

(AFIS) that connects to law enforcement.  Companies should communicate this to 

employees up front and further use it to segue into how hand geometry data will be 

collected and used inside the company.  Implementing seemingly invasive means of 

tracking raises concerns among employees and manager need to keep the lines of 
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communications open and include employees in the implementation as much as 

possible without hindering the deployment timeline.   

 Test environment.  Deploying to a select group of employees to show how the 

technology can streamline entering a timestamp and tracking absence and leave 

requests can help identify initial deployment problems, identify security issues, and 

create an advocacy panel of employees to increase adoptability among the greater 

workforce.  

 Integration management.  The more uses of the HandPunch and the data it generates 

and tracks, the greater the potential ROI.  Integrating the system directly into back-

end payroll and HR applications can reduce data management time, errors, omissions, 

and costs, leading to greater savings across multiple solutions and increasing the 

value of the implementation.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

As companies look to reduce labor costs and improve operational efficiency, they need to 

be considering automating time and attendance to return visibility into labor data for 

more effective and productive management.  While many organizations have automated 

some aspects of workforce management, many remain challenged to produce accuracy 

and eliminate employee-generated errors such as buddy punching.  Nucleus has found 

that employees are less likely to attempt buddy punching or other fraud if they believe a 

system is accurate because they cannot argue with a data-driven outcome correlated with 

other solutions to deliver context for improved accuracy. 

 

Deploying the HandPunch significantly reduces payroll errors associated with accidental 

and employee-induced errors, delivering significant returns by reducing the cost of payroll.  

Companjies supporting paper-based, badge-based, or invasive biometric-based systems 

can eliminate system error costs associated with failed scans, misread scans, lost, 

damaged, stolen, or forgotten badges, and timecard storage.  Nucleus found that 

deployed properly, the HandPunch can deliver a payback period of less than 9 months, 

and companies moving from a paper or badge-based system are likely to see an even 

shorter period driven by elimination of higher materials costs.  

http://www.nucleusresearch.com/


Landscape
A major Illinois hospital had no real form of controlling access throughout 
its building, particularly in key locations such as labs, physician offices and 
administrative areas. With mostly off-line, wired locks, and a handful of 
wireless ones, the hospital couldn’t track egress and access at any given 
point in time. The existing systems were limited and didn’t communicate 
with one another, making auditing cumbersome and disjointed.

Even more, whenever there was an employee change, the maintenance 
staff had to add or remove the person from each door, one at a time. That 
required a significant amount of time and resources because the hospital’s 
ID system was not connected to lock access. The hospital contracted 
integrator Elliott Data Systems to establish an access control platform that 
worked with its existing proximity card system.

Desired outcome
The goal of the hospital project was three-fold:

• Consolidate all access systems into a single solution that was easy to 
implement and manage

• Replace existing off-line locks and expand the system to all 275+ 
openings

• Integrate the new access control system with the hospital’s ID  
badge system

Solutions
Elliott Data Systems developed a comprehensive system for the hospital 
that effectively addresses all three goals.

AD-400 and 
BadgePass 
combine to 
provide access 
control system



First, the firm installed Schlage AD-400 Series wireless, electronic locks 
on all doors. With no wire to pull or trenches to dig, project manager 
Matt Buydos says these locks eliminated the time and cost of installing 
wired technologies. Since the hospital is more than 75 years old, this was 
particularly important.

“Because of the cinder block and brick, it would have been way too expensive 
to pull wire or try to hide it,” he explains. “Wireless was really the only sensible 
solution.” As a result, it took less than an hour to install each lock, versus the 
six to eight hours required by wired alternatives.

Plus, with the AD-400’s multi-technology capabilities, the hospital can easily 
migrate to smart cards or Near Field Communications (mobile credentials) in 
the future.

Elliott Data Systems further strengthened the security of the new access 
control system with the installation of XceedID Readers on approximately 
80 openings. One key advantage of this hardware technology, Buydos says, is 
that the XceedID handles all applicable ISO standards, making it compatible 
with many other 125 kHz and 13.56 MHz technologies. This ensures the 
hospital can easily migrate to the next level smart card technology and NFC if 
it chooses.

Elliott Data Systems connected the AD-Series Wireless Locks using 22 
Schlage PIM400-1501 Intelligent Controllers. These controllers—powered 
by Mercury—provide an IP-addressable integrated access control solution 
that is able to manage up to 16 AD-Series wireless devices. Buydos says the 
PIM400-1501 was a natural choice. Not only are they more secure; they also 
simplify installation for the integrator and reduce the cost of implementation 
for the client.

With this solution in place, Elliott Data Systems was able to replace any 
existing offline locks and consolidate everything into a single solution that 
would be easy for the hospital to manage. Even better, the access control 
system was able to integrate with the ID management system: BadgePass.

Elliott Data Solutions chose BadgePass, a software solution that integrates 
with Allegion products through an open architecture platform, allowing 
the organization to tie together several platforms, including access control, 
credentialing and visitor management.

“With a single backend database, it can manage multiple applications and is 
easily expandable to address needs as they mature,” says Lindsay Martin-Nez 
of BadgePass. The hospital also liked how the intuitive design of BadgePass 
makes it easy for the end-user to use and manage.
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Results
The solution was a win-win for the integrator and the hospital. By eliminating 
the need to run wires or cables, the access control system was easy to 
implement and reduced installation time significantly. With a simplified 
solution, the hospital now controls all 275+ doors with one system. 
Credentials are activated instantly after photo IDs are printed. A hospital-
wide record of egress and access can be retrieved at any point. The hospital 
plans to expand the system to its main medical office building as a next step 
in creating a comprehensive access control system.
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Break Compliant HandPunch Line 
Schlage is pleased to announce our new line readers that are now capable of complying with labor 
“break” laws that have been adopted by more than 20 states.  These labor laws are in place to regulate 
on-the-job meals and breaks for employees. When integrated with properly with a 3rd party software, 
the Schlage HandPunch “Break Compliance” capability will make it possible for employers to comply 
with laws relating to meals and breaks, avoiding potential fines and lawsuits. 

 

The new Break Compliant Models are: 

HP-1000-XL 
HP-1000-E-XL 
HP-2000-XL 
HP-3000-XL 
HP-3000-E-XL 
 

Existing Break Compliant Models are: 

HP-4000 (With prom 296 or higher) 
 

How are we Break Compliant? / What makes this line unique? 

 Each of our Break Compliant models (XL line) utilizes the Extended User Record.  It is within 
the extended user record where we store the lock out features and information.  If the host 
software/program is not set up to handle the extended user record, the Break Compliant feature 
may not work properly. 

 When a current HP-1000 model is booted up, typically, the following is seen on the LCD: 
Example:  HP1.12345.312 

      The HP1, HP2, HP3 will now have new corresponding model identifiers numbers for the XL line. 

HP-1000-XL & HP-1000-E-XL   = 1PX 
HP-2000-XL      = 2PX 
HP-3000-XL & HP-3000-E-XL   = PXL 

Example: 1PX.12345.312 
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These model identifiers are also communicated via the DLL commands; these new DLL commands are 
required in order for the host program to properly recognize the model. 

 

There are two ways to implement this feature: 

1. The first is to integrate new DLL’s to create a customized solution with the host program. This 
can be achieved by creating a custom solution, or utilizing the function key script compiler. In 
order to integrate the following will be needed: 

a. A Break Compliant Reader  
b. Prom 312 or higher 
c. Updated SDK – version 2.1.4    

The latest SDK can be obtained from technical support at SBSsupport@irco.com or 1-
866-861-2480, option 1. 
 

2. The second is to activate the capability at the reader using the TA Standoff Menu.  First, 
activate the T&A Mode (Explicit Punch) and then set the values needed in the TA Standoff Val 
Menu  

a. To activate Explicit Punch 
i. Menu 2, SET ID LENGTH, (enter desired ID length) T&A MODE SET, [Yes#] 

 

To set TA STANDOFFs 
Step 1: Go into Menu 5, TA STANDOFF VALS,  
 
Step 2: Select OUT Code (TA Codes):  These will be the type of punches which  

will activate the lock out capability 
*If no additional OUT codes are needed, enter 00, and go to STEP 3. 
 

Step 3: Select the STANDOFF:  This is how long, in minutes, the lock  
out period will be active. 
 

Step 4: Select additional OUT Code (TA Codes): Up to three codes can be   
             selected.  

*If no additional OUT codes are needed, enter 00, and go to STEP 5.  
 

Step 5: Select the STANDOFF: This is how long, in minutes, the last  
OUT code is to be active. 

 
Step 6:  Select up to 3 BACK Codes: These (TA CODES) are the type of 

punches  
that will be locked out until the timer has expired.  Up to 3 can be 
selected, but once completed, press 00. *** 
 

***If 00 is the only value entered for the BACK Codes, all subsequent 
punches of any kind will be prohibited until the timer has expired. 
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TA CODE (Menu 5) StandOff Values OUT 
codes & BACK codes Description Code Displayed in HandReaders 

LCD Menu 

FF No Data 
Expected  

00 No Data 
Expected  

01 In 1-IN 

02 Back 1 3-BACK   1-LUNCH 

03 Out 2-OUT 

04 Department  

05 Back 2 3-BACK  2-BREAK 

06 Job  

07 Back 3 3-BACK  3-CALL BACK 

*Table 1: Sourced from Technical Manual 

Example 1 

HR Manager Holly needs to prohibit her employees from clocking back in from lunch early, ensuring 
that they take their full lunch period of 30 minutes.  After activating the T&A Mode, she would go into 
Menu 5, select OUT CODE: 03, STANDOFF: 30, and BACK CODE: 02, 05. 

Employee Sally clocks out for lunch at 12:00.  When she tries to clock back in at 12:25, the reader will 
display INVALID Punch. 

Example 2 

HR Manager Jean wants to prohibit her employees from clocking back in from clocking out or lunch, 
ensuring that they take their full break of 15 minutes.  After activating the T&A Mode, she would go into 
Menu 5, select OUT CODE: 03, STANDOFF: 15, and BACK CODE:  00.  

 

Employee Bill clocks out for break at 2:30.  When he tries to clock back in at 2:42, the reader will 
double beep and display INVALID Punch. 
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How do I make my current units ‘Break Compliant’? 

You can purchase a new spare main board and install it in the field. 

 NOTE: Replacing any main board in the field creates a risk of the HandPunches falling outside of acceptable calibration range.  It is 
recommoned that units be sent back to the factory to have the main board calibrated to the camera. 

 

For Pricing Information, please contact your local sales representative 

New Part Number (units without Battery Backup) 
S-PC-1K-XL-R          
S-PC-1K-E-XL-R          
S-PC-2K-XL-R          
S-PC-3K-XL-R          
S-PC-4K-R (specify prom 296 or higher)      

 

New Part Number (units with Battery Backup) 
S-PC-1K-XL-RB          
S-PC-1K-E-XL-RB          
S-PC-2K-XL-RB          
S-PC-3K-XL-RB          
S-PC-4K-RB (specify prom 296 or higher)      

 

If you are going to replace the main board to upgrade existing units, we recommend purchasing a new overlay so 
that you can easily identify that the unit is break compliant. Below are the new corresponding overlay numbers.  

 

New Part Number 

OVLY HP-1K- XL          
OVLY HP-1K-E-XL           
OVLY HP-2K-XL          
OVLY HP-3K-XL  
 
         

You can purchase one of the new models.  

New Model 

HP-1000-XL          
 All Options & Spares for the HP-1000 are applicable to the HP-1000-XL 

HP-1000-E-XL          
 All Options & Spares for the HP-1000-E are applicable to the HP-1000-E-XL 

HP-2000-XL          
 All Options & Spares for the HP-2000 are applicable to the HP-2000-XL 

HP-3000-E-XL          
 Standard memory comes with 530 users 
 All other Options & Spares for the HP-3000-E are applicable to the HP-3000-E-XL EXCEPT memory 

options 
− EM-805 to 3,498 users 
− EM-815 to 12,879 users 
− EM-825 to 25,758 users 
− EM-835 to 38,637 users 
− EM-845 to 51,516 users 
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HP-3000-XL          

 Standard memory comes with 530 users 
 All other Options & Spares for the HP-3000 are applicable to the HP-3000-XL EXCEPT memory 

options 
− EM-805 to 3,498 users 
− EM-815 to 12,879 users 
− EM-825 to 25,758 users 
− EM-835 to 38,637 users 
− EM-845 to 51,516 users 

Existing Models (Break Compliant) 

HP-4000           

 Options & spares offered are still applicable at current pricing.    
 

 

For additional information, please contact Customer Care at 877-671-7011. 

 

 
*Pricing/Product descriptions subject to change without notice 



  

Two sorority houses at the University of Central Florida (UCF) in Orlando 

have installed Schlage biometric hand readers to heighten security for 200 

sorority sister residents and staff. Hand readers automatically take a three-

dimensional reading of the size and shape of a person’s hand and verify 

an identity in less than one second. Because they operate outdoors, hand 

readers were selected over fingerprint readers.

“Both the Alpha Delta Pi and Kappa Delta sorority houses were experiencing 

problems with unauthorized students from the university coming into the 

houses at all times of the day and night,” says Jerry Ofstedal, Installation 

Manager for Sonitrol, the Florida dealer which installed the hand readers. “To 

eliminate the possibility of an unauthorized individual gaining access without 

a resident being present, the hand readers offer redundant access to the 

sororities. Each student must enter a PIN code and then present her hand in 

order to gain entry.“ 

Sonitrol originally installed a proximity reader with a magnetic lock at the 

front door to control access to each sorority house. The door would open 

when an authorized user presented an electronic key fob. However, it was 

discovered that electronic keys were being shared or provided to non-sorority 

individuals. Sonitrol then installed an additional outdoor access keypad so 

individuals would be required to enter a unique PIN code along with using 

the electronic key to gain entry. Unfortunately, it was determined that the 

PIN numbers were also being given out to unauthorized users, lessening the 

overall security level for the sororities.

Allegion biometric 
hand readers 
increase security 
at University of 
Central Florida 
sororities

Proximity Readers Replaced with Hand Readers– 
Biometrics Ensure Only Authorized Individuals 
Enter Sorority Houses.



If the goal of an access control system is to control where people, not credentials, can 

and cannot go, only a biometric device truly provides this capability to the end user. A 

cardbased access system will control the access of authorized pieces of plastic, but 

not who is in possession of the card. And, as Sonitrol discovered with the two sororities, 

systems using PINs require that an individual only know a specific number to gain entry. 

But, who actually entered the code cannot be determined.

Ofstedal and Gabe Gomez, Operations Manager for Sonitrol, began testing various 

biometric options. The two most viable options were fingerprint or hand geometry 

systems. Both hand readers and fingerprint readers recognize people, not plastic cards. 

For locations with card systems, they provide an additional layer of higher security to vital 

entrances or doors, assuring that lost or stolen cards are not later used to access facilities. 

They assure that “you are you.” For locations not using cards, these biometric technologies 

are very easy to supervise since nobody forgets to bring their hands or fingers with them, 

and there are no hands or fingers for administrators to manage.

Hand readers and fingerprint readers cover 80% of biometric access control applications. 

They are complementary, as each meets specific needs in the market. However, each 

offers certain advantages depending on the situation.

Sonitrol found that hand readers handle any population volume with ease, while 

fingerprint readers tend to work better with smaller populations. With dramatically lower 

false reject and failure to enroll rates, the value of hand readers grows as the number of 

users and/or transactions increases. Not only do they keep the bad guys out, hand  

readers ensure the good guys gain access in any size application. This flexibility is why 

they cost a little more. So, it not surprising that in small applications with 50 or even 100 

people, the inconvenience caused by the higher error rates of fingerprint readers is not a 

big deal. However, when 100 or more people create large numbers of transactions, it’s a 

very big deal.

The fingerprint reader also was not suitable for outdoor use. The hand reader offered 

a weatherproof enclosure to ensure that the sorority houses would not experience 

downtime due to maintenance issues and abuse. Hand readers are typically the choice if 

the installation is outdoors or in harsh environments. The core technology of the unit lets it 

work in inclement weather, including temperature highs and lows.

And last, but not least, Sonitrol found that it is extremely easy to enroll people with hand 

readers, which have a miniscule failure to enroll of only 0.01%. This is very important when 

enrolling 100 or more people. The patience level for both user and administrator drops 

dramatically when constant exceptions must be made to accommodate those who can’t 

enroll, not to mention the increased security risks.

After further testing, Sonitrol chose to go with biometric and readers at the two UCF 

sororities. They replaced the proximity readers and keypads with Schlage biometric hand 

readers and eliminated electronic key technology. Each of the installations took only a 

matter of hours, which included the enrolling of more than 200 residents and staff into the 

systems.

“Although the residents knew they could no longer pass on their electronic keys for friends 

to gain entry to the sorority house, they seemed very excited about the increased security 

protection that the hand geometry technology provides,” Ofstedal reports. “Users were a 

little nervous at first about placing their hands in the reader, but once it was explained that 

it was similar to ‘just taking a picture of their hand,’ they accepted the new technology.”
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Sonitrol of Orlando expects to install many more biometric hand readers in order to 

provide the best security solutions to its customers. The benefits of biometric technology 

include unparalleled accuracy and reliability, true security, cost savings when compared to 

card-based systems, and fast, easy enrollment and use. The hand readers also integrate 

into existing systems and increase user convenience by eliminating cards.

The most critical factor in the success of a biometric system is user acceptance of the 

biometric device. There are biometric systems available today which economically meet 

the needs of almost any application. And, as costs continue to decline, justifying the use of 

a biometric is becoming a reality and necessity for more and more organizations.

Frost & Sullivan’s World Biometric Report determined that hand geometry readers 

(hand readers) continue to be the dominant biometric technology for access control 

and time and attendance applications. In fact, more people order hand readers for these 

applications than all fingerprint and face systems combined.

The University of Central Florida, UCF, is a 
metropolitan public research university located 
in Orlando, Florida. UCF is a member institution 
of the State University System of Florida, and 
is the second-largest university in the United 
States by enrollment. The University of Central 
Florida was authorized by the Florida State 
Legislature in 1963, and opened in 1968 as 
Florida Technological University. Although initial 
enrollment in 1968 was only 1,948 students, as 
of 2011 enrollment consists of 58,587 students 
representing over 140 countries, all 50 states 
and the District of Columbia. The majority of the 
student population is located on the university’s 
1,415-acre main campus. The university offers 
over 225 separate degree options through 
twelve colleges and eleven satellite campuses 
throughout Florida.
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No timecards to create, administer, carry or 
lose–no more inaccuracy problems

“We reduced our payroll preparation time by 8-12 hours per pay period.”

    - Jeremy Dix, Gibault 

      Human Resources Manager

Summary
At its three facilities in Indiana and Ohio, Gibault, a residential  

treatment facility for wayward youth, installed five HandPunch 3000’s.  

Each biometric HandPunch collects data from employees and interfaces  

with TimesheetPlus, a web-based time and attendance system provided  

by Datamatics. 

Business need
For years, Gibault used paper time sheets, which resulted in a multitude of 

difficulties including payroll inaccuracies, benefits administration tracking 

problems, and storage issues.

“We had problems with accuracy,” reports Jeremy Dix, Gibault’s Human 

Resource Manager. Like other organizations that have used manual 

time sheets, Gibault had significant problems managing discrepancies 

between time-worked and time-reported. These problems were caused 

by employee/manager errors, late entry, HR data errors, late/missing time 

sheets, input errors, and a variety of other problems.

Gibault
A Schlage time and attendance  
case study

Statistics

Industry: Healthcare

Application: Time and attendance

Biometric: HandPunch®  3000

HandReaders: 5 

Users: 290+ employees

Geography: United States



Challenges
Gibault needed a timekeeping system that would reduce payroll errors and preparation 
time. Ideally, Gibault was looking for a solution that would require very little training 
and reduce wasteful hours spent correcting discrepancies.

The goal was to improve efficiency and provide employees with more time to work 
towards their mission of providing life-changing opportunities for children, families, 
and communities.

Solution
The HandPunch 3000 verifies the identity of each Gibault employee in less than one 
second and clocks them in or out. The punch is time-stamped and transmitted to 
TimesheetPlus in real time.

As a biometric device, the HandPunch 3000 also eliminates the need to issue and 
manage ID badges. There are no paper time sheets to create, administer, carry, or lose. 
Although it is easy to forget to bring a badge to work, nobody forgets their hands!

Additionally, the HandPunch 3000 prevents buddy punching, the situation where 
one employee clocks in or out for another. An added benefit is the ability to use the 
HandPunch for access control. Companies can configure the device to allow or restrict 
access to the premises.

Results
While Gibault employs about 300 people annually, the nature of the industry results in 
high turnover and many volunteers. As a result, there are as many as 600 employees 
in the system at any given time. Thankfully, the HandPunch 3000 and TimesheetPlus 
are both simple and quick to configure, so administrators can easily activate and 
deactivate employees in just minutes.

Rather than experiencing the resistance that companies often face when 
implementing new systems, Dix notes that Gibault’s employees “immediately enjoyed 
the system because all they had to do was enter their number and present their hand.” 
Administrators reaped the benefits as well. The combination of the HandPunch 3000 
biometric device and TimesheetPlus dramatically reduced payroll preparation time, 
because data is immediately available in one location for administrators.

Gibault’s employees and HandPunches are located in several remote locations. But, 
by using the HandPunch 3000 and TimesheetPlus, Gibault IT Specialist Lee Brannon 
says that, “it’s as seamless as having them all in the  
same room.”

It’s estimated that Gibault’s payroll preparation time is now reduced by eight to 
twelve hours per pay period. This saves Gibault approximately 260 hours per year. 
That’s almost 1.5 work-months – allowing Gibault to focus on a much more important 
endeavor...improving the lives of children.
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Gibault
Founded in 1921 by the Indiana Knights of 
Columbus, Gibault now employs over 290 
people at their Terre Haute, Indiana; Springfield, 
Ohio; and Shelbyville, Indiana campuses. 
Their structured environment provides a safe 
atmosphere for at-risk youth, while offering 
comprehensive family programming to facilitate 
continued success of the child after they leave 
their care. Gibault continues to be an abiding 
influence for troubled boys, giving them 
counseling and hope towards a positive and 
productive future.
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ARAMARK improves time and attendance 
accuracy with HandPunch®

“The HandPunch was a good investment; it paid for itself within two years.”

    - Pete Liberatori, Manager, 

      Business Systems Services, ARAMARK

Summary
Managed services leader ARAMARK’s sports and entertainment division 

pares payroll costs with a switch to Schlage HandPunch® readers for time 

and attendance. 

Business need
With more than 200,000 employees serving clients in 18 countries, payroll 

is a major cost area at ARAMARK, a world leading provider of food and 

facilities management services and uniform and career apparel. Managers 

at the Philadelphia-based company are expected to be entrepreneurial. 

They grow their businesses by finding new services for customers and 

better ways to solve problems. An efficient, accurate way to record and 

track time and attendance was a high priority.

ARAMARK
A Schlage time and attendance  
case study

Statistics

Industry: Service

Application: Time and attendance

Biometric: HandPunch®  4000

HandReaders: 25 

Users: 20,000

Geography: United States



Challenges
ARAMARK’s sports and entertainment division outsources to stadiums and arenas, so 

employees often staff positions outside their home labor accounts at different rates 

of pay. The company wanted a system that would simplify reporting by recording the 

labor transfer when the employee punched in.

Employee ID cards were also an issue. Lost or stolen cards disrupted business, and 

cost money and administrative time to replace. In addition, buddy punching posed a 

potential problem. People could come to work late, but still get paid in full simply by 

giving the ID card to a friend and asking the friend to punch them in.

Solution
ARAMARK tightened payroll controls with Schlage HandPunch® 4000 time and 

attendance terminals. The terminals are installed at a number of sites in the United 

States: at main employee entrances, kitchens, Human Resources and administrative 

offices and any other place with high visibility.

The employee enters a personal identification number on the HandPunch keypad 

and then places their hand on the reader. In less than a second, the HandPunch reads 

the size and shape of the employee’s hand to verify identity. No other cards or other 

credentials are needed. The HandPunch ensures payroll accuracy by requiring each 

employee to be present.

“The units eliminate buddy punching and ID card processing,” said Pete Liberatori, 

manager, business systems services, for ARAMARK Sports and Entertainment 

Information Technology. “We feel that the HandPunch was a good investment; it paid 

for itself within two years.”

Results
Each ARAMARK site has the option of installing the HandPunch or a timecard system.

“Most employees prefer the HandPunch,” said Liberatori. “They appreciate the fact 

that others can’t see their timecards and that their records won’t become lost or 

stolen.”

Liberatori finds ARAMARK’s 25 HandPunch terminals reliable, easy to work with and 

cost effective.

“The terminals interface easily, so it is simple to set up a local area network (LAN) 

and they’re backed by great support,” Liberatori added. “Often, a person who sees the 

HandPunch at another site puts in a request for one.”
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ARAMARK
ARAMARK provides food and facilities 
management services to health care institutions, 
universities and schools, stadiums and arenas, 
international and domestic corporations, and 
provides uniform and career apparel. ARAMARK 
was named one of “America’s Most Admired 
Companies” by Fortune Magazine in 2004, 
consistently ranking since 1988 in the top three in 
its industry as evaluated by peers.
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Florida golf course curbs overtime costs 
with biometric HandPunch®.
“By employing hand geometry biometrics with our payroll software, we are 

utilizing new technology to control payroll costs, eliminating buddy punching 

and watching the clock for rounding punches.”

 - Martha Drescher, Controller, Bay Colony Golf Club

Summary
Bay Colony Golf Club in Naples, Florida, controls hourly employee payroll 

costs with HandPunch® biometric readers from Schlage.

Business need
Bay Colony Golf Club, located within Naples, Florida’s Pelican March 

community, uses hourly employees on its golf course and in its clubhouse. 

In the high season, from November to May, the hourly staff numbers 

85. That number drops to 50 in the off season. As a way to control 

payroll costs, the club wanted department managers to assume more 

accountability for worker time and attendance. 

Challenges
The club needed a system to stop time clock misuse that inflated payroll 

costs. If hourly workers arrived late or left early, friends could take their time 

cards and punch them in or out. Automatic rounding was another problem. 

If an employee punches in up to seven minutes after the official shift start 

or punches out up to seven minutes after shift end, the clock records an on-

time arrival or departure. Clock-watching employees could punch out eight 

minutes late and earn overtime.

Bay Colony 
Country Club
A Schlage time and attendance  
case study

Statistics

Industry: Hospitality

Application: Time and attendance

Biometric: HandPunch®

HandReaders: 5

Users: 50 to 85

Geography: United States



HandPunch® is a registered trademark of Allegion. 
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Bay Colony Golf Club
Bay Colony Golf Club is located on 
approximately 300 acres bordering the 
Cocohatchee Strand Nature Preserve just 
within the gated entrance of the Pelican Marsh 
community in Naples, Florida. Designed by 
Robert von Hagge, the 18-hole championship 
golf course, designed with a traditional 
Southern theme, also offers practice facilities 
for driving, putting and chipping.

Solution
Two years ago, Bay Colony Golf Club installed two HandPunch® biometric readers from 

Schlage, one at the golf course and one at the clubhouse. The HandPunch eliminates the 

expenses associated with lost or stolen time cards and prevents buddy punching. Instead 

of filling out or punching time cards, employees place their hands on the HandPunch. It 

automatically takes a three-dimensional reading of the size and shape of the employee’s 

hand, compares it with a template stored in the system, and verifies the user’s identity in 

less than a second.

The HandPunches connect via a Microsoft® Exchange Server to the golf club’s time and 

attendance and payroll software.

“Managers can better manage their departments because the software is connected  

to their desktops and they deal with it on a daily basis,” said Martha Drescher, the golf 

club’s controller. 

Result 
Operating problem-free since 2002, the HandPunch readers have helped the golf club 

better manage staff and reduce overtime. As a result, the club has eliminated full-time 

equivalents (FTE)–a way for counting workers where part-time employees are reported 

as some fraction of a full-time position.

“By employing hand geometry biometrics with our payroll software, we are utilizing new 

technology to control payroll costs, eliminating buddy punching and watching the clock 

for rounding punches,” Drescher reported.
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Schlage HandPunch® saves Don Carter All Star 
Lanes time, money. 
“The HandPunch® has saved me a lot of time, effort and inaccuracies.” 

 - Adam Wyse, Proprietor and General Manager, 
  Don Carter All Star Lanes

Summary
Don Carter All Star Lanes is saving valuable time and money by switching from ID 

badges to the Schlage HandPunch® biometric reader. 

Business need
With 700 employees at its nine venues in three different states, Don Carter 

All Star Lanes was spending too much time and money manually processing 

payroll. Also, with their former employee badge system, fraud caused by “buddy 

punching” – workers punching in for their fellow employees who were late – 

added to unnecessary costs. “Before the HandPunch, it took us about three hours 

to calculate payroll manually,” said Adam Wyse, Proprietor and General Manager. 

“Now, we can do the entire payroll in 15 minutes.”

Challenges
“We wanted a time clock system that would keep people honest,” said Wyse. He 

explained that the HandPunch was recommended to him by his human resources 

department. “We had been using a magnetic stripe system but the HandPunch 

assures the person clocking in is physically there. That eliminates buddy 

punching,” he said.

They also wanted a faster, more accurate and automated time and attendance 

system. “The HandPunch has saved me a lot of time, effort and inaccuracies,” 

said Wyse. 

Don Carter  
All Star Lanes
A Schlage time & attendance  
case study

Statistics
Industry: Recreation

Application: Time & attendance

Biometric: HandPunch®

Users: 700

Geography: United States



Solution
Each Don Carter All Star Lanes locale employees between 50 and 80 people. 

Each employee has his or her own code, which is keyed into the HandPunch®.  

They then present hands to the HandPunch, which verifies their identities based 

on the unique size and shape of their hands within one second and clocks them in.

Managers at each location create the database, then upload the information 

to the corporate office where the payroll is run. “We like the system because it 

functions well,” said Wyse. “We did the installation ourselves and it was very easy.”

Results
Don Carter All Star Lanes now saves significant money and time with Schlage 

HandPunch. They have streamlined their payroll system and eliminated time 

fraud through buddy punching.

Don Carter All-Star Lanes
With 700 employees at its nine venues in three different states, Don Carter All Star 
Lanes was spending too much time and money manually processing payroll. After 
installing the HandPunch hand reader at each location, the company has not only 
streamlined payroll, but eliminated buddy punching as well.

HandPunch® is a registered trademark of Schlage. All other trademarks are the property of their owners.
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San Diego State University enhances  
security and convenience with the HandKey II

“The HandKey® readers minimize people’s ability to transfer IDs for 

admittance into our Center.”

    - Vicki Greene, Member Services Coordinator,  

     San Diego State University

Summary
San Diego State University’s (SDSU) Associated Students eliminates ID 

badges, increasing security and convenience for its members with the 

Schlage HandKey II biometric reader. 

Business need
SDSU needed an easy, accurate way to ensure security for its members 

at its Aztec Recreation Center and its Aztec Center bowling & games and 

racquetball facilities. “ID switching is very big in the fitness club industry,” 

said Vicki Greene, Member Services Coordinator for the Associated 

Students of SDSU. “The HandKeys allow us to provide better service.” She 

explains that members no longer have to remember to bring an ID card to 

the recreational facilities – and that the facilities don’t need to have an 

employee out front checking cards.

San Diego 
State University
An access control case study

Statistics

Industry: Fitness

Application: Identity verification

Biometric: HandKey®

Users: 50,000

Geography: United States



Challenges
With an average of 3,000 entries per day – sometimes as many as 4,600 – SDSU 

wanted an easy and accurate way to provide access to members coming to use the 

recreational facilities.

Solution
SDSU Associated Students began using the HandKey II to provide easy access into the 

four entrances at the Aztec Recreation Center, as well as the bowling and games and 

racquetball facilities. To enter the center, a student simply enters his or her unique ID 

number on the HandKey’s keypad and presents his or her hand to gain entry through 

the turnstile. Verification, based on ninety hand measurements that identify the unique 

size and shape of a person’s hand, takes only a second. In addition to providing fast, 

secure access, says Greene, “We feel that hand geometry is the least invasive of the 

biometric technologies and seems simple compared to the others.”

Result
SDSU provides simple, accurate security and increased convenience for its members.
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SDSU Aztec Recreation Center
The Aztec Recreation Center is a 76,000 square 
foot facility at San Diego State University. In order 
to stop unauthorized people from entering the 
facility with borrowed badges, the HandKey II  
was implemented at the facility. As a result, 
badge-swapping has been eliminated, and 
students no longer need badges to enter the 
Recreation Center.
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Biometric system eliminates buddy  
punching, enhances accountability  
and productivity

“The biometric system has eliminated overtime in departments where groups 

of people would cover for each other.”

    - Janet Tharp, Payroll Manager 

      Montgomery General Hospital

Summary
Over 350 employees at Montgomery General Hospital in West Virginia  

are using Schlage biometric HandPunch readers to clock in and out for their 

shifts, enabling the hospital to control overtime costs and eliminate the 

practice of buddy punching, in which one employee clocks in or out  

for another. 

Business need
Using the hospital’s previous card system, some employees would 

photocopy their badges, laminate them and give them to fellow 

employees who could swipe them in and out on the time clock, a practice 

called “buddy punching.” One department of six people had one person 

who swiped everyone in and out.

Montgomery 
General 
Hospital
A Schlage time and attendance  
case study

Statistics

Industry: Healthcare

Application: Time and attendance

Biometric: HandPunch®

HandReaders: 7 

Users: 350

Geography: United States



Challenges
It was very important that the system be very easy to use. For instance, Montgomery 

General Hospital needs to maximize the time and use of their RNs who go from one 

department to the other. Other systems had many more steps to take to record the 

transfer. Schlage Biometrics’ HandReaders had just one additional step to change the 

department. RNs simply enter in their function, job code and department.

Solution
Montgomery General Hospital uses seven of the biometric HandReaders, which are 

located on each floor of the hospital, the nursing home (a long-term care facility) and 

the physician’s group. Commercial Technology Group implemented the hospital’s time 

and attendance solution. The HandPunch terminals interface with Genesis Pro time 

and attendance software from Time America.

Results
The hospital has saved thousands of dollars as a result of using biometric technology 

since employees can no longer practice fraudulent payroll procedures.

The HandPunch calculates pay differentials through the function keys. For example, 

nursing or Baylor pay is different on weekends and this is accounted for by the system. 

“The system has cut costs by increasing productivity,” Tharp explains.

“If an employee is gone an extra hour for lunch, they’re not getting much done. 

Because of this, they would require overtime. The biometric system has eliminated 

overtime in departments where groups of people would cover for each other. They 

are now doing the job they are supposed to do in the area they are in, cutting out 

unnecessary overtime.”
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Montgomery General Hospital
Montgomery General Hospital is a health facility 
with a mission. Montgomery strives to give 
the best quality healthcare for its community, 
using a cost-effective approach. And they use 
education as a tool to expand health-awareness 
in the surrounding region. In 1934, Southern West 
Virginia was in need of a healthcare facility that 
could handle the needs of a growing population. 
Montgomery General Hospital was created to fill 
that need, and has served the community as a 
beacon of care ever since.

The hospital offers an entire spectrum of services 
and operates 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 
The facility boasts a staff of doctors, pharmacists, 
expert surgeons and a vast array of health care 
professionals. These caring individuals have 
the ability to treat everyday emergencies while 
handling the complexities of radiological services 
and MRI’s. The hospital offers a full-service sports 
rehabilitation program, an on-site pharmacy and 
has experts in cardiovascular care. Montgomery 
General Hospital not only strives to be a leader in 
the healthcare field but lives by its primary goal, 
which is to provide the best comfort and care to 
each individual patient.
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Alamosa schools use Biometric HandKeys  
to quash key problems
Alamosa School District decided that they needed to increase security 

in their schools by better managing the inflow and outflow of staff and 

guests. The key solution the district was using was not only insufficient 

but also resulted in extra costs from lost keys which cut into their 

administrative budget. When two new elementary schools in the district 

began construction they decided it was the perfect time to switch to 

biometrics. Biometrics provided the ability to add and delete users while 

minimizing key losses.

The district needed to verify that only those on the school staff that  

were authorized to access certain doors at certain times could enter.  

For example, if a teacher was outside with a key, it would have been easier 

for a threat to take the key from the teacher and gain access to the school.  

By removing keys, that threat and additional key management issues  

were eliminated.

Alamosa 
School District
A Schlage access control  
case study

Statistics

Industry: K-12 school

Application: Access control

Biometric: HandKey II

Geography: Colorado



Today, the two elementary schools use the Schlage HandKey II as part of their access 

control system which is networked through the District’s IT Department. The hand 

geometry readers are installed on all exterior doors including the main set of doors. 

The HandReaders are used only after hours on the main doors but are used all day 

as teachers and school personnel access the additional exterior doors. The readers 

also operate the locks on all partition doors. The HandKey II readers are housed in 

a Schlage outdoor enclosure to safeguard from excessive wind and dust. Another 

HandKey II is kept for enrollment purposes in the main office.

Whether cook, teacher, principal or other staff member of the District, all start by 

enrolling their hand geometry on the HandKey II in the main office. Everyone uses the 

keypad to enter their ID number and then place their right hand on the HandKey II 

platen. The HandKey II creates a mathematical template of their hand’s geometry.

Then, when they use the HandKey II to enter the school, they repeat this process. 

The 3-dimensional – 90 points of width, length and thickness – image of their hand 

is compared to the template stored in the system’s memory. If the current image 

matches the template, the employee’s identity is verified. Total time required for 

verification is 1 second. Because every person’s hand is unique, the HandKey II provides 

a quick, accurate and reliable way to verify each employee.

Most importantly, the employee’s 3D hand geometry image itself is not stored 

but instead only a 9-byte mathematical template. This mathematical equation is 

developed from measured points on the hand. When an employee scans their hand 

each time for authentication, only this algorithm is checked.

That was very important for the district’s teacher’s union leaders to understand. 

Initially, they were very concerned that authorities would have the teachers’ handprints 

on file. When it was explained that these units had nothing to do with handprints and 

only looked at the mathematical template, the teacher’s union was no longer reticent 

and agreed with the necessity to move to this secure biometric.

This additional security becomes especially important in case of a lockdown. If 

needed, the HandKey II readers can be shut down with a push of a button from the 

main office. Even if the threat took a teacher and attempted to force them to use the 

HandKey II, the door would remain locked. In no way could a teacher or other staff 

member be forced to do something that would cause a security breach. The biometrics 

units assist in better securing the facilities.

The district is pleased with the increased security from the HandKey II readers. “This is 

the only system where we can know exactly who is entering. We now can assure that 

those authorized to be in the school are there only when they are supposed to be on 

site. For example, the kitchen staff has access to certain doors only at certain times. 

The same goes for teachers and everyone else. No card or code can be passed on to 

another person to gain entry to the schools. In fact, we hope to introduce HandKey II 

readers to our middle school and high school as soon as funding becomes available.” 

said Charlie Jackson, Director of Maintenance.
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Being a small school district means budgets are extremely tight. With the old key 

system, the district had to rekey the high school twice and the middle school four 

times. The cost was approximately $8,000 each time. That $48,000 could have been 

used in many other important areas. The high school and middle school’s experience 

with keys simply highlights the problem with keys – expensive to rekey and easy to 

violate. Biometrics eliminates those problems.

The Alamosa School District also uses Schlage mechanical locks, exit devices from 

Von Duprin, and door closers from LCN, all sister brands, throughout their schools. “I 

already knew that I would be getting the same good support on the biometric units as I 

did with their other products,” said Jackson.

allegion.com/us
http://www.allegion.com/us


  

Schlage HandPunch® saves personnel agency 
money, improves time and attendance tracking. 
“The HandPunch® system we have today is far superior to the old system. It’s easy, 

accurate and a lot less expensive.” 

 - Charles Kirsch, President, Top Job Personnel

Summary
Top Job Personnel improves time and attendance tracking with HandPunch® 

biometric hand readers. 

Business need
Top Job Personnel is a dynamic, growing company with five locations and up 

to 600 people coming and going at different client sites each day. It was an 

environment that made it easy for “buddy punching”, where employees punch in 

for colleagues who hadn’t shown up for work. Before Top Job Personnel installed 

the HandPunch, the company was losing an estimated 5 to 10 percent of payroll 

to buddy punching. It was also spending additional money to have hundreds of 

time cards processed manually.

Challenges
The company needed an accurate time and attendance system for their payroll, 

and to ensure employees were at their clients’ sites when their records showed 

they were. “We felt we had a duty to our customers to provide the best service 

we could,” said Kirsch, “and we were looking to save money. I saw an ad for the 

HandPunch, and I knew that it was what I wanted.” 

Top job 
personnel
A Schlage time & attendance  
case study

Statistics
Industry: Employee leasing

Application: Time & attendance

Biometric: HandPunch®

HandReaders: 30 

Users: 600

Geography: United States



Solution
Top Job Personnel installed the first Schlage HandReader in 1994 and today they 

use more than 30 HandPunches. The HandPunch uses hand geometry technology 

to verify employees’ identities in less than one second, based on the unique size 

and shape of their hands.

“The system we have today is far superior to the old system,” said Charles Kirsch, 

President of Top Job Personnel. “It’s easy, accurate and a lot less expensive. And 

it’s a good selling point with our clients. “Top Job’s employees also wear ID cards, 

which are scanned by a bar code reader attached to each HandPunch. Polling 

of punch data can be done on demand, or set up to run automatically at user-

defined intervals. The hand readers are “daisy chained,” so only one modem is 

required at each site, and phone line costs are minimized.

Top Job Personnel
Polling of punch data can be done on demand, or set up to run automatically at 
user-defined intervals. The HandReaders are “daisy chained,” so only one modem is 
required at each site, and phone line costs are minimized.

HandPunch® is a registered trademark of Schlage. All other trademarks are the property of their owners.
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The Juilliard School, located in New York, is a world leader in 
performing arts education. Students from around the world attend to 
study dance, drama or music. 

Of the three, the music division is the largest, with nearly 600 
students each semester. The renowned school fosters the best of the 
best, so it is expected that students rehearse between classes to 
perfect their art. Practice rooms are available on campus. However, 
until two years ago, there wasn’t a registration system in place. With 
85 rooms and several hundred students, this posed a problem. 

Challenge
Without a way to reserve the practice rooms, students would often 
roam the halls looking for an empty space to work. Some students 
would leave their belongings in the rooms to hold the spaces until 
they needed them, meaning several rooms were being unused 
throughout the day. 

“There was no reservation system in place, not even a paper system,” 
said Adam Gagan, director of public safety at Juilliard. “So we 
discussed the idea of developing a real-time reservation system 
where students could walk up to a kiosk, scan an ID badge and reserve 
the room.” 

Case study 

The Juilliard 
School 
Integrating CBORD CS Gold® with 
Schlage® AD Series



It was evident that an efficient process was needed to optimize practice room 
utilization, discouraging students from holding rooms or squatting. The school 
didn’t want musicians to be able to reserve the rooms ahead of time because 
students might book it and not show up. Gagan recognized that the best way to 
tackle their challenge was to implement a real-time solution. 

To make this happen, the school would need electronic locks and software 
provider. After talking though the parameters, the New York Allegion sales team 
recommended CBORD®, an Allegion software alliance and one of the leading 
providers of integrated technology solutions for higher education. The sales team 
recalled that CBORD had configured a similar reservation system for healthcare 
facilities that would meet the needs of the art school. 

Solution
Juilliard implemented CBORD’s CS Gold® system using Schlage® AD-400 wireless 
locks on its 85 practice rooms. Juilliard was the first to use the CBORD’s Room 
Reservation module, which was developed to meet the school’s specific needs. 
The system’s hub is a kiosk where students reserve a practice room in real-time 
with the same student ID card they use across campus. After presenting an ID, a 
student is able to see available practice rooms, including a photo and description 
of the equipment provided in the room. 

After the room is reserved, the system communicates with the AD-400 lock at the 
selected room. The student has five minutes to get to the door, where the lock will 
only recognize his or her student ID card to grant access. Once inside the room, the 
occupant must push the privacy button on the lock to confirm the space is 
occupied. If the musician opens the door to take a break, he or she will have 15 
minutes to return and push the privacy button again. Otherwise, the room becomes 
available to reserve and the previous occupant’s ID will no longer unlock the door.  

“Our room utilization is around 90 
percent when before it was probably 
closer to 70 percent.”
  –  Osman Kabir, programmer  

analyst at Juilliard



Allegion (NYSE: ALLE) is a global pioneer in safety and security, with leading brands 
like CISA®, Interflex®, LCN®, Schlage®, SimonsVoss® and Von Duprin®.  Focusing on 
security around the door and adjacent areas, Allegion produces a range of solutions 
for homes, businesses, schools and other institutions. Allegion is a $2 billion company, 
with products sold in almost 130 countries. For more, visit www.allegion.com.
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“Juilliard presented a unique challenge in designing a room reservation system as 
their policy is to allow unlimited use of a practice room,” explained Eric Laine, 
content and communications manager at CBORD. “There’s a start time but no 
fixed end time.” 

According to Laine, the alliance with Allegion was key in supporting the solution for 
Juilliard as the privacy button on the AD-400 wireless locks helped overcome the 
unrestricted time restraint. This feature ensures somebody is in the room at all 
times — and alerts the CS Gold software when that person unlatches the lock to 
leave the room. It prevents students from squatting to ensure optimal utilization of 
the practice spaces. 

The modular design of the AD-400 lock allows it to be customized to fit varying 
application needs. It integrates with a number of industry-leading software 
providers, like CBORD, to deliver enhanced access control. In addition to practice 
rooms, these locks are commonly found across university campuses. Removing the 
need to run wires, Schlage’s wireless solutions, including AD-400 locks, simplify 
installation so that facilities can upgrade more doors in less time. 

Results
With the wireless locks and CBORD’s system in place, the school and students 
have benefitted from the efficiencies. The Juilliard School reports that students 
love the new reservation tool, which provides them the opportunities to rehearse 
seven days a week without the worry of finding a room. Less students are roaming 
the halls looking for open spaces, and the privacy button eliminates their ability to 
hold a room when they are not physically there.

“Our room utilization is around 90 percent when before it was probably closer to 
70 percent,” said Osman Kabir, programmer analyst at Juilliard. 

In addition, the solution allows the school to collect additional information, like 
when the rooms are most occupied during the week and who was in a specific 
room at a specific time. Overall, The Juilliard School is satisfied with the AD-400 
locks using CS Gold. In fact, they plan to implement a similar system in a residence 
hall equipped with 20 practice rooms. 



  

Packaging pioneer Simkins Industries 
halts time clock misuse with HandPunch®

“The installation and setup of the HandPunch® terminals was quick and 

simple, and human resources personnel can easily be trained to enroll  

new employees. Overall, Simkins is very pleased with the new technology.”

    - John Liversidge, IT Manager, Simkins Industries

Summary
Simkins Industries stops time card misuse at its manufacturing facilities 

with reliable, easy-to-use Schlage HandPunch® 3000 biometric time clocks. 

Business need
Simkins Industries of New Haven, Connecticut, a pioneer in multipurpose 

packing materials, was troubled by costly time card misuse at some of its  

13 facilities. In one case, lunchtime poker players had fellow workers clock 

in for them so they could continue playing after the break ended.

Challenges
Simkins initially replaced its time card system with fingerprint readers. Like 

HandReaders, these biometric devices stop “buddy punching”. Employees 

must be physically present to punch in. However, fingerprint readers work 

best in clean and sterile environments. They were not the right solution for 

a manufacturing facility like the Simkins facilities where employees hands 

are often dirty.

Simkins 
Industries
A Schlage time and attendance  
case study

Statistics

Industry: Manufacturing

Application: Time and attendance

Biometric: HandPunch® 3000

HandReaders: 14 

Users: 300

Geography: United States



HandPunch® is a registered trademark of Schlage.

Solution
The HandPunch® eliminates expenses associated with lost, stolen or misused time 

cards. When an employee places a hand on the HandPunch, it automatically takes a 

three-dimensional reading of the size and shape and verifies the user’s identity in less 

than a second. Built with high-use applications in mind, the field-proven HandPunch 

can handle any population volume with ease and with impeccable reliability. With 

dramatically lower false reject and failure-to-enroll rates, the value of the HandPunch 

grows as the number of users or transactions increases. 

The HandPunch terminals link directly into Simkins’ corporate TCP/IP network and 

IBM midrange iSeries (As/400) system. A payroll clerk at each facility calculates and 

verifies hours, and then transmits the information to the corporate system for once 

weekly payroll processing.

Results
More than 300 employees at facilities in several states now clock in and out daily  

with HandPunch terminals. The HandReaders are located at the entrance of each 

facility. Some departments also clock in and out for lunch.

“The installation and setup of the HandPunch terminals was quick and simple and 

human resources personnel can easily be trained to enroll new employees,” said  

John Liversidge, IT manager for Simkins. “Overall, Simkins is very pleased with the  

new technology.”

Some Simkins manufacturing plants still use paper time cards, but soon, all facilities 

will upgrade to HandPunch terminals, Liversidge added. Simkins also is considering 

installing HandPunch terminals to increase access control security at a medical carton 

production facility.
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Simkins Industries, Inc.
Founded by Samuel Simkins in 1901, the New 
Haven Pulp and Paper Company was a pioneer 
in folding carton manufacture. Under the 
second-generation leadership of Leon Simkins, 
the company has grown to 13 manufacturing 
operations. Today, Simkins Industries is a leading 
manufacturer of folding cartons, 100% recycled 
paperboard and specialty papers. It remains a 
mid-sized, family-owned company with excellent 
financial resources.
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Landscape
A Joint Command Army and Air Force base in the southern U.S. issued 
a request for quote (RFQ) on GSA E Buy, the U.S. General Services 
Administration’s private website. The RFQ outlined the need for 
networked, wireless access control on barracks doors at the base. The 
system would use magnetic stripe technology and existing CAC/PIV 
cards issued by the government as ID cards. A specific manufacturer 
was already specified in the RFQ. However, because government 
regulation promotes “fair and open competition and/or equal 
products,” the base was open to evaluating other security solutions. 
Allegion’s status as an approved GSA vendor permitted the company 
to submit an RFQ with an alternative solution to the specifications.

Desired outcome
The ultimate goal was to integrate door hardware and an access 
control system that met functionality and budgetary needs on the 
base. 

Case Study
Joint Command base
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Solutions
As an established GSA vendor, Allegion’s government team understands the GSA 
bid process. This knowledge—and a strong partnership with Fairway Supply—
provided an opportunity for Allegion to recommend an alternative solution. As a 
result, the base awarded Allegion the project. The Schlage® AD-401 wireless 
electronic lock was chosen as the base’s security solution for more than 200 doors.

The AD-401 offers many advantages, including:

 § Open architecture platform that integrates with a number of different access 
control solutions

 § Capacity for multiple configurations, depending on the need of the opening

 § Easy installation of less than an hour per lock

 § Real-time tracking and monitoring of every opening in the network

 § Ability to lock down buildings or cut off access quickly if the need arises

 § Compliant with HSPD12/ FIPS 201 PIV cards

Result
The integration of the AD-401 locks was so effective that Allegion became the 
hardware provider of choice. A month later, the Corp of Engineers (COE) in 
Huntsville, Alabama contacted the Allegion’s government team for assistance with 
the remaining barracks doors on the base, totaling approximately 3,500 openings.

In the second project, Allegion—along with partners Fairway Supply and Johnson 
Controls Inc.—specified the following products:

 § AD-401 wireless electronic locks

 § Schlage mortise locks for the hardware sets

 § Everest 29™ key system that prevents duplication without authorization

 § Open Options with electronic strikes

 § AD-401 PIV FIPS-compliant card readers



With the introduction of the Schlage NDE wireless lock with 

ENGAGE technology, there is a new option to help clients 

migrate from mechanical hardware to a credential-based 

electronic solution. Property managers with multiple tenants 

can now recommend an access management solution for the 

interior that is simple, affordable and easy to manage on an 

individual tenant level. Plus, because it works with the most 

common credential platforms, the same credential can be 

used for the interior and the exterior--a win for both tenants 

and property managers. ENGAGE technology allows integrators 

to provide a solution that meets the needs of the client today, 

but positions them to upgrade and integrate those locks into 

a customized access control system in the future—all without 

having to install new hardware, run wires, replace openings and 

configure software.

Designed and tested with input from the Building Owners and 

Managers Association (BOMA), the Schlage NDE wireless 

lock is a convenient and cost-effective option for access 

management. It offers the same Schlage quality and durability 

commercial business owners have come to rely on—plus, 

because it’s equipped with our new ENGAGE technology, it 

comes with web and mobile app tools to help your customers 

manage access at each opening while synchronizing with 

credentials already in use. 

Schlage® NDE wireless lock with ENGAGE™ technology 

Oftentimes, integrators are hired to design and deploy an access 

control system for the perimeter of a large commercial building that 

houses multiple tenants. Property owners are usually only responsible 

for exterior security. Yet, they still need to satisfy the needs of tenants. 

And, today, more tenants want an interior solution that isn’t solely 

mechanical. Schlage has a new electronic solution for interior office 

spaces that will allow you to leverage the same credential as your 

exterior system.

Product profile
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Learn more by calling 877-929-4350 or contacting an Allegion 

spec writer.

Simple, smart and scalable
The NDE wireless lock is appealing for many reasons:  

• Fits a typical ND/cylindrical prep, making it ideal for 

renovations

• Affordable and easily expands to match any  

size of business

• Easily managed via a mobile app right on  

a smartphone or tablet

• Flexible as a standalone solution or as part of a fully 

integrated access control platform 

• Ideal for interior offices and sensitive storage areas

• Works with fobs, smart or prox cards, including (in 

most cases) the credential that’s used for perimeter 

security

• Works with aptiQmobile for those clients who want 

to eliminate physical credentials all together 

• Updates locally, remotely once every 24 hours or on 

demand as part of a fully integrated EAC platform

Making technology part of design
Schlage NDE locks with ENGAGE technology offers 

integrators a new opportunity to serve their clients with 

an alternative platform--one that can grow into a more 

advanced security system as their business evolves. 

ENGAGE’s basic credential management platform offers  

a win-win for integrators and their small to medium  

sized business clients.

The Schlage NDE will be available Q4 2014.

More information
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The Hilton Waterfront Beach Resort  
uses biometrics for access control and  
time & attendance.
“Since employees can’t lose or forget their hands, these biometric readers 

eliminate the need for employees to carry a badge, thus purging the problem 

of lost or forgotten badges. This also saves us time and money.” 

 - Romy Robb, Payroll Administrator,  

Hilton Waterfront Beach Resort

Summary
The Hilton Waterfront Beach Resort, a AAA four-diamond rated 

Hilton waterfront beach resort that offers 290 rooms with luxurious 

accommodations situated in Huntington Beach, California, uses a Schlage 

biometric HandPunch reader to input time and attendance for tracking 

more than 330 employees. As a result, the Hilton has better controlled 

payroll costs by eliminating all buddy punching, in which one employee 

clocks in or out for another.

Business Need
“With more than 300 employees, buddy punching had become a challenge 

a couple of years ago,” reports Romy Robb, Payroll Administrator at the 

Hilton Waterfront Beach Resort. “So, instead of using old magnetic stripe 

ID cards, we switched to the HandPunch reader in 2004.” The HandPunch 

reader automatically takes a reading of the size and shape of a hand and 

verifies the user’s identity in less than one second.

Hilton 
Waterfront 
Beach Resort
A Schlage time and attendance  
case study

Statistics

Industry: Hospitality

Application: Access control and  

Time and attendance

Biometric: HandPunch®

HandReaders: 1

Users: 330

Geography: United States



HandPunch® is a registered trademark of Schlage.
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Hilton Waterfront Beach Resort
Overlooking the Pacific Ocean and miles of 
white sand beaches, the Hilton Waterfront 
Beach Resort is located in the beautiful 
seaside community of Huntington Beach, 
California. With stunning California scenery 
and a dramatic indoor waterfall, the Hilton 
hotel offers a casually elegant destination 
for a family vacation, business meeting or a 
romantic getaway.

Built in 1990 and recently renovated in 2006, 
this AAA four-diamond Hilton Hotel features 
290 rooms, each one elegantly appointed 
with a private balcony and most with a 
breathtaking view of the pristine Southern 
California coastline. The hotel features a wide 
range of amenities that include an awardwin- 
ning restaurant, cafes, a tropical swimming 
pool, sand volleyball court, basketball court, 
lighted tennis court, bicycle rentals, and a fully 
equipped fitness center.

Challenges
When reviewing which biometric to use, the resort’s staff did not accept fingerprint 

readers because they expected employee resistance due to the use of fingerprints. The 

HandPunch reader was accepted as much less intrusive. Because it integrated with their 

system, the HandPunch provided a smooth transition from the old ID card system.

Solution
At the resort, the reader is conveniently located at the employee entrance, across from 

the security office. Such proximity increases facility security because everyone who goes 

in and out is screened at the entry and exit points.

The payroll is done from a different location because data from the HandPunch is 

transferable and accessible via the Internet.

Results
“We are very happy with the HandPunch,” continues Robb. “It is easy to operate. With its 

help, we can produce all types of payroll reports. Right now, we are using the HandPunch 

for five different pay rates, but our possibilities are unlimited. The HandPunch is also 

helpful in tracking employee meals, which we need for tax reporting purposes.”

Employee Management Solutions in Laguna Niguel, California, implemented the resort’s 

time and attendance solution. The HandPunch interfaces with NOVAtime time and 

attendance software.
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School district upgrades to  
Von Duprin and LCN
Castle Rock, Colorado

This case study discusses the successful upgrade from some “not so 
competitive” closers and exit devices, to Von Duprin and LCN. It goes to show 
that the quality products LCN and Von Duprin produce are superior over even 
the closest competitors. Allegion seeks to provide productivity enhancing 
solutions to customers who value security and durability.

Customer overview
This school district in Castle Rock, Colorado has 45,000 openings. How 
many people do they have working on those openings? Two. You heard 
right. Two people cover 45,000 openings.

Challenge
This school district had a lot of non Von Duprin and LCN products in its 
elementary, middle, and high schools. The other manufacturer often 
positions themselves against Von Duprin and LCN, but this is hardly the 
case. The brand they used retools its products quite frequently, and thus 
the staff could not purchase a lot of common parts that would normally 
be used to fix older devices when they wore out. 

Sometimes parts would be available, but they would then have to sit on 
long lead times instead of having the part on hand. (They didn’t stock 
several parts since the parts were always changing). Doors could swing 
dangerously for weeks at a time because of a broken closer that was 
waiting on a part to come in. 

Overall, this was not a good situation.

Taking over the 
competition
Allegion products prove their value
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The Allegion solution
This school district is in the process of upgrading all exits and closers to Von Duprin 

and LCN. Von Duprin and LCN are constantly innovating but are also aware of the 

market needs for parts on older products. If something happened to a Von Duprin or 

LCN product, which was rare, the locksmiths could get parts for it (if they didn’t already 

have them in stock)! 

This school district specifically uses the VD 98/99, VD33/35, and LCN 4040XP in  

their schools. 

Result
“There is not a [competitive] exit device on the market that will give you 12 years of 

service in a school without maintenance. When you put a Von Duprin product on the 

door, you don’t have to go back.” – District Maintenance Facilitator 

That says a lot. 

In the district, students are required to enter through the front door for security 

reasons, which results in 2000-plus children using those entrances daily. That adds up 

pretty quickly and puts a lot of stress on the door hardware. Von Duprin and LCN can 

handle that wear and tear while their previous supplier could not. 

As the one locksmith put it, “There is not enough time to do it twice.” Meaning, once 

the device is installed there should be no going back until it’s time to inspect the 

buildings for the next school year. 

Their quality problem was resolved by Von Duprin and LCN. The dedication to 

durability and value that Allegion brands bring to the table is demonstrated in this 

school district. 
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New York City Law Department  
improves security with the Schlage  
Biometrics HandReader®

“The Schlage Biometrics HandReaders are wonderful. With this system, only 

the authorized person can enter the facility.”

    - Malachy Higgins, Director of Administration,  

     New York City Law Department

Summary
Schlage Biometrics HandReader improves reliability of access control  

and accuracy of time and attendance records for the New York City  

Law Department. 

Business need
The New York City Law Department employs more than 1,000 people, 

including hundreds of attorneys who are in and out of the office  

constantly – going to court, taking depositions, and often showing  

up at work late at night or on the weekends. Their old system of using 

cards to gain entrance to offices and signing in manually was expensive 

and cumbersome. “That arrangement was a pain and expensive, because 

cards regularly got lost or damaged,” said Malachy Higgins, Director of 

Administration for the New York City Law Department. “The hand reader 

provides a much more reliable system.”

New York  
City Law 
Department
An access control case study

Statistics

Industry: Government

Application: Access control

Biometric: HandReader®

HandReaders: 30

Users: More than 1,000

Geography: United States



Challenges
The New York City Law Department needed a system that made it easy to track  

time and attendance accurately. They also wanted a reliable, secure system for  

access control.

Solution
In the early 1990s, the Law Department installed the HandReader because of its ease 

of use and accuracy. “We saw a study by Sandia National Laboratories showing that 

the Schlage HandReader was the least intrusive and fastest technology available and 

that decided it for us,” said Higgins.

Initially, they installed the machines to monitor time and attendance and then began 

to use them to control building access. “The Schlage Biometrics HandReaders 

are wonderful. They have made our facilities much more secure,” said Higgins. He 

points out that access cards can be passed from one person to another, but with the 

HandReader, only an authorized person can enter a facility. The HandReader uses 

a field-proven biometric technology to verify employees’ identities in less than one 

second based on the unique size and shape of their hands. The Law Department’s 

centralized system links together some 30 HandReaders at 10 locations.

At the Law Department’s main office, 17 HandReaders are connected to a single 

communications port. HandReaders at nine remote sites use modems to send 

transactions to the central computer. The time and attendance software calculates 

hours worked for all hourly employees at all 10 locations.

Results
The New York City Law Department now gives secure access to authorized personnel 

and has improved, accurate time and attendance records.

New York City Law Department
At the main office, 17 HandReaders are connected 
to a single communications port. HandReaders at 
9 remote sites use modems to send transactions 
to the central computer. The time and attendance 
software calculates hours worked for all hourly 
employees at all 10 locations.
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San Francisco 
International 
Airport
A Schlage Biometrics access control  
case study

San Francisco International Airport exceeds FAA 
requirements with Schlage HandKey®

“The Schlage HandReaders are reliable and enhance security. They do a good job.” 

 - Roger Case, Technicians Supervisor, San Francisco International Airport

Summary
San Francisco International Airport (SFO), the ninth busiest in the world, provides 

superior security throughout its facility with Schlage HandKey® biometric reader.

Business Need
Few public facilities require as much attention to security issues as a major 

international airport. SFO needed a way to restrict unauthorized personnel from 

sensitive areas such as aircraft operations and baggage handling, and to ensure 

security of its boarding areas. It also wanted a reliable access control system for 

its new International Terminal. “Simple ID badges can be lost, stolen or given to 

cousins or friends,” said Roger Case, Technicians Supervisor at SFO. “In contrast, 

the Schlage readers are reliable and enhance security. They do a good job.”

Challenges
The Airport wanted a foolproof identity verification system for critical areas 

throughout its bustling facility.

Statistics
Industry: Transportation

Application: Access control

Biometric: HandKey®

HandReaders: 170+

Users: 34,000

Geography: United States



Solution
SFO installed HandKey® readers at critical access points throughout existing terminals. 

They worked so well that the airport recently selected HandKey readers for its new 

International Terminal. One place where security is particularly important is the aircraft 

operations area. HandKey readers control the doors that lead out to the “tarmac” where 

the planes are serviced by baggage handlers and other support personnel, ensuring 

that only authorized people can access the area. More than 170 Schlage HandKeys are a 

crucial element in the airport’s overall security.

Airports across the globe are using HandReaders to secure their most sensitive areas. 

Schlage HandReaders, which verify a user’s identity based on the unique size and shape 

of his or her hand, have been installed at major airports across the nation.

When the people planning access control for the airport’s new International Terminal 

needed a way to ensure the security of its operations, they knew from experience how 

easy to use and reliable the HandKey readers are, so it was an easy choice to specify 

Schlage HandKey readers for the expanded facility.

Results
San Francisco International Airport ensures vital security throughout its facility.

San Francisco International Airport
Schlage HandKey® biometric HandReaders 
are installed throughout domestic terminals A 
through G, the International Terminal, and several 
outlying buildings. All are networked to a central 
computer. SFO is the fifth busiest airport in the 
U.S., and the ninth busiest in the world. The 
International Terminal, opened in 2000, is the 
world’s largest at 1.8 million square feet.
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Owens Corning
A Schlage Biometrics access control  
case study

Owens Corning gains secure access with  
Schlage HandKey® II
“Let’s face it, your hand cannot be lost, forgotten or stolen like a password  

or ID card.” 

 - Roger Orr, IS Professional, Owens Corning

Summary
World leader Owens Corning attains secure access with the Schlage HandKey® II 

biometric reader. 

Business need
When Owens Corning’s main office receptionist retired from the company’s 

250-acre campus in Newark, Ohio, management decided not to replace her. 

They searched for other options for monitoring and securing the manufacturing 

plant and other facilities. Although employees wore badges, many would forget 

them and not be able to access the facility. They chose a biometric HandReader 

as their primary access control device. “Let’s face it, your hand cannot be lost, 

forgotten or stolen like a password or ID card,” said Roger Orr, IS Professional at 

Owens Corning.

Challenges
The company needed a secure device that would permit access to salaried 

personnel and provide temporary access for contractors and vendors quickly  

and easily.

Statistics
Industry: Manufacturing

Application: Access control

Biometric: HandKey® II

HandReaders: 6 

Users: 1,300

Geography: United States



Solution
Owens Corning installed a Schlage HandKey II reader system in their Newark facility. 

The HandKey II verifies a person’s hand within one second based on the unique size 

and shape of his or her hand.“We’ve had a positive response from our users,” said Orr. 

He adds that he can set an expiration date for contractors and salespeople who need 

temporary access to the facility. As a result, the HandKey II will only accept the hand 

up until a certain date. “We’re also impressed that the system provides a duress code,” 

said Orr, referring to the code that a person in need can enter prior to their normal code 

to notify company personnel that they are in trouble.

“This system is especially efficient because multiple users with authorization can 

access the panel from their PCs over the computer network,” said Orr. When he was 

recently approached in the hallway by a vendor requesting access to the company’s 

building, Orr downloaded the software from his PC, scanned the vendor’s hand at an 

installed HandKey II, keyed in his name and assigned him an ID number on the spot. 

“The entire process took only minutes,” said Orr.

Results

Owens Corning now provides secure access to its Newark facilities to salaried 

personnel and visitors quickly and easily.

Owens Corning
Owens Corning, the company that invented  
glass fiber, boasts a fascinating history of 
innovation and entrepreneurship. This legacy  
has continued as the company grew into the 
world leader in advanced glass and building 
material systems, and expands globally through 
today’s competitive, international markets. 
Owens Corning’s shares are traded on the  
Over-The-Counter (OTC) Bulletin Board under 
the symbol: OWENQ.
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How Weber Automotive built an efficient 
time and attendance system with biometrics

  When Weber Automotive opened its Auburn Hills, Mich. office, 

management knew it needed more than an efficient time system. It 

required a flexible, advanced solution that would meet the company’s 

long list of needs – let employees clock in and out easily, monitor vacation, 

PTO (paid time-off), absences, various types of leave – automatically, 

effortlessly and efficiently. Furthermore, the system needed to be scalable, 

ready to meet the needs of this growing company, which provides its 

customers with the development, manufacturing and assembly of 

complete power trains and vehicle body structures for cars, trucks and 

recreational power sports vehicles.

Cincinnati Time Systems met the goals of Weber Automotive with the 

NOVAtime workforce management system featuring biometrics with 

the Schlage HandPunch® GT-400 to clock employees in and out. The 

biometric hand geometry time clocks function in real time, without the 

need for data polling, as time punches are delivered and updated to the 

system immediately upon entry.

Weber 
Automotive
A Schlage time and attendance  
case study

Statistics

Industry: Manufacturing

Application: Time and attendance

Biometric: GT-400

Geography: United States



The Schlage HandPunch GT-400 looks at the unique three-dimensional size and 

shape of each of Weber Automotive’s employee’s hand. The result of ninety hand 

measurements, including lengths, widths, thickness and surface areas, is converted 

into a mathematical template of the hand, which is used for verification. The 

HandPunch GT-400 is extremely user-friendly, providing increased user acceptance. 

The platen features a printed hand outline to ensure accurate hand placement while 

punching. The platen, keypad and function keys of the HandPunch® GT-400  

are all infused with an antimicrobial agent to ensure protection through the  

punching process.

The terminal’s ATM-style interface and large bright 3.8-inch display generate efficient, 

accurate, flexible and dynamic data collection. With it, Weber Automotive employees 

can easily follow prompts. Using keys in association with the display, the HandPunch 

GT-400 provides information like an ATM. As the user enters one piece of information, 

the terminal asks for the next input.

Unlike badges, punch cards, or other employee tracking devices, a biometric 

HandReader ensures that no employee can punch in for another (buddy punching), 

which eliminates time fraud and reduces payroll costs. Because every person’s hand is 

unique, such a biometric-based time clock provides a quick, accurate, and reliable way 

to record “In” and “Out” punches for each employee. In addition to Weber Automotive 

employees, over 6 million people throughout the world clock in and out of work with 

a Schlage HandPunch. When deployed properly, the GT-400 can deliver a payback in 

fewer than nine months.

Importantly, the Schlage HandPunch GT-400 ensures payroll accuracy by simply 

requiring each employee to be present; no cards or other credentials are needed. 

Losses due to “buddy punching” are eliminated. It was not known how much 

buddy punching was costing Weber Automotive but, on average, 19 percent of all 

employees studied admit that they have buddy punched at least once in the past 

year and 74 percent of all companies report that they have experienced a loss from 

buddy punching. According to the American Payroll Association, this practice costs 

companies between five to seven percent in payroll costs.

In addition, using scheduling restrictions, unauthorized Early In punches and Late Out 

punches are eliminated by the HandReader. Best of all, the hardware is typically less 

than ten percent of the overall cost for a time and attendance system. As a result, 

biometric readers can be affordably placed in multiple locations.
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In addition to stopping buddy punching, the benefits of such biometric-based 

systems are many—

• No badges to issue, replace when lost or stolen, or recover when an employee 

leaves or is terminated. Their hand is their badge.

• No more data entry errors when calculating payroll or recording attendance.

• No timecards or badges yield a “green” solution.

• A “Plug and Punch” feature enables some readers to be installed in less than  

15 minutes.

• Most importantly, the HandPunch GT-400 works effectively in manufacturing 

environments, such as at Weber Automotive, where the user’s hand or the 

device may get dirty and dusty. They work even if a user’s hand has cuts.

Weber Automotive
Founded in 1969, Weber Automotive is a Series 
Manufacturer for powertrain components. The 
company offers its customers the development, 
manufacturing and assembly of complete 
powertrains and vehicle body structures for cars, 
trucks and recreational powersport vehicles.
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Honda Center
A Schlage Biometrics access control  
case study

Schlage HandKey® II improves secure access for 
Anaheim’s Honda Center
“The HandKey has tightened access into the Pond.” 

 - Quinn Mackin, Director of Events Services, Honda Center

Summary
Anaheim’s Honda Center replaces ID cards with Schlage’s HandKey® II biometric 

reader for improved, foolproof access control. 

Business need
Honda Center of Anaheim, a premier Southern California entertainment and 

sports venue and home of the NHL Anaheim Mighty Ducks, hosts myriad events 

each year. With its prior system of ID cards, it was too easy for people to give their 

cards to friends, letting them into the complex for free. “We knew we needed 

to find an alternative system that provided greater security through better 

identification,” said Quinn Mackin, Honda Center Director of Events Services.

Challenges
The Honda Center reviewed several alternatives, including other biometric 

technologies, but found them too expensive. It needed a cost effective, fast and 

secure access control device.

Statistics
Industry: Entertainment and sports

Application: Access control

Biometric: HandKey® II

HandReaders: 1 

Users: 320

Geography: United States



Solution
The Honda Center installed the Schlage HandKey® II in 2001 at the southeast entrance 

to the building, where the majority of employees must enter. Employees enter a 

personal identification number (PIN) on the HandKey II and present their hand to the 

reader, which verifies their identity within one second, based on the unique size and 

shape of their hands.

“The HandKey has tightened access into the center ,” said Mackin. He adds that they 

have never experienced a false read on the machine. “We’ve done away with our 

master key. We no longer need it” he said. Mackin adds that the company looks forward 

to adding another HandKey to one of the north entrances so that the media and 

operations people don’t have to come to the south side of the building to enter.

Two people in administration can access the system and make changes from their 

desktop PCs. When someone leaves the organization, Honda Center administrators 

quickly and easily delete that user’s record with a couple of clicks and block any further 

entrance to the Pond.

Results

With Schlage’s HandKey II, Honda Center now ensures improved access control  

to their facility.

Honda Center
As Southern California’s premier entertainment 
and sports venue, the Honda Center hosts  
a variety of first-class events each year including 
concerts, sporting events and family shows.  
The 650,000-square-foot arena is home to  
the NHL Mighty Ducks of Anaheim as well  
as the prestigious John R. Wooden Classic  
and Fight Night at the Pond. Annual events 
include the Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey 
Circus, World Wrestling Entertainment and the 
Harlem Globetrotters.
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The locks are available in Schlage’s popular Greenwich and 

Addison trim styles and in the Satin Nickel, Aged Bronze, Satin 

Chrome and Bright Chrome finishes. With so many options, 

you’ll be able to easily suite with other hardware and enhance 

the overall styling of a building or property.

Plus, with smart credentials—or a third-party mobile app—your 

need to manage keys is eliminated. Schlage Control Smart 

Locks offer unparalleled convenience that makes them more 

attractive to multi-family property owners and residents alike. 

Property owners value the no-tour functionality that allows 

them to create credentials and update a lock within seconds, 

without having to tour the lock. Additionally, residents can  

use a smart credential or even their phones to gain access to 

their home. 

Schlage secure
The innovative design of the Schlage Control Smart Lock—no 

key and no cylinder—provides a high level of security. All locks 

are pickproof and bump proof. Additionally, they feature a 

BHMA Grade 2 certification. The locks also provide visibility to 

past activity and audit trails are retrievable. Schlage Control 

Smart Locks are 90-minute UL fire-rated.

Product profile

Schlage Control™ Smart Locks  
ideal for multi-family properties

As the first thing you see and touch when you enter a residence, the 

lock on the door makes an important first impression about a property. 

The new Schlage Control Smart Locks grab your attention—and that of 

prospective residents—with its appealing, contemporary design. 



Efficiency that leads to profitability
With efficiency-boosting capabilities for larger multi-family 

dwellings, Schlage Control Smart Locks allow properties to 

focus on operating more profitably. Thanks to the integrated 

ENGAGE Technology, the locks can be controlled through the 

cloud using mobile applications and integrated with third-party 

access control platforms. This open architecture design allows 

property owners to manage both residence and common area 

doors, streamlining operations from a single software platform. 

More information 

Visit the Schlage Control webpage 

Watch Schlage Control video
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Landscape
Security was a growing concern at the Peck School of the Arts on the University 

of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (UWM) campus.

“Homeless people and strangers entered the buildings, where art students can 

be found working on projects day and night,” explains Randy Trumbull-Holper, 

director of facilities for the Peck School of the Arts.

The art students felt uncomfortable and unsafe—and decided to do something 

about it. They launched a fundraising campaign for a better security solution  

to safeguard the six-building complex. They worked with the campus  

locksmith and a local security integrator to determine the best solution and  

the cost of implementation.

Desired outcome
Students wanted a system that was simple and secure. If possible, they wanted 

to avoid systems that required additional school ID cards or key fobs. 

Challenges
The administration supported a new security system for Peck School of the Arts, 

but wanted to be sure it operated as a standalone system, independent from the 

university’s campus-wide access control system. 

University of 
Wisconsin-
Milwaukee



Solutions
The locksmith and integrator recommended Schlage® Biometric HandKey® 

Readers. Students felt the HandReaders offered several benefits:

• Privacy: Due to privacy concerns, the UWM students were opposed to a solution 

that recorded fingerprints.

• High-Security: Schlage HandKey readers verify identity using hand geometry 

technology that simultaneously analyzes more than 31,000 points, and 

instantaneously records more than 90 separate measurements of an 

individual’s hand—including length, width, thickness and surface area.  

Students realized no one could duplicate all those “identifiers” to gain 

unauthorized access.

• Multi-factor authorization: The HandReaders can be used in tandem with pin 

numbers, providing a secondary level of security that allows only faculty, staff 

and registered art students to gain access.  

• Flexibility and durability: When art students have stained or paint-

splashed hands, the HandReaders still perform effectively—a very important 

consideration in this application. 

Result
Thirteen HandReaders are placed on the exteriors of the art buildings. 

Several others are installed inside to manage access via certain elevators. All 

HandReaders are managed with Schlage HandNet for Windows software. 

Trumbull-Holper and his facilities team help students and faculty enroll at the 

beginning of each semester. “We update the students enrolled in the system,” 

says Trumbull-Holper. “Any student who took just one class and no longer needs 

access to our buildings is removed.”

Peck School of the Arts plans to use the system for years to come. “Because 

this system was fully funded by students, we plan to keep it for a long time,” 

Trumbull-Holper adds. “To do anything else would be a disservice to something 

the students wanted and paid for themselves.”
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GT-400 Speaker Cover Removal and Installation 
Refer to Figure 1-1 on page 2 for the instructions in this section. 
 
A speaker cover is a trapezoidal piece that covers the speaker-hole slots on the GT-400. The plate uses a 
tongue-in-groove configuration to align itself with the body of the Terminal, and it has a stop wedge that will butt 
up against a rib in the outer shell of the chassis to prevent it from being easily removed. 
 
To remove the speaker cover: 
 

1. Gently lift the upper-edge of the Terminal’s outer shell away from the body of the Terminal. 
2. Slide the speaker cover toward the front of the Terminal to free the cover’s groove slots from the 

Terminal’s tongue tabs. 
3. Pull the bottom edge of the cover plate away from the Terminal and remove the speaker cover. 

 
You may find that using a thin-blade screwdriver may assist in removing a speaker cover. However, if you choose 
to use a thin-blade screwdriver, use care as too much force may crack the body of the Terminal. 
 
To install the speaker cover: 
 

1. Insert the speaker cover with the wide-side down and with the stop wedge entering the body of the 
Terminal. 

2. Align the groove slots in the speaker cover with the tongue tabs extending from the chassis of the 
Terminal. 

3. Slide the speaker cover back so that the rear edge of the speaker cover aligns with the rear edge of the 
Terminal. You will hear a “snap” that indicates the cover is locked in place. 
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Wen Extended Care improves  
effectiveness of time and attendance  
tracking with Schlage HandPunch®

“Our employees feel a lot more comfortable with the HandPunch® than they 

would with any kind of fingerprinting system.”

    - Joseph Malone, Controller, 

      Wen Extended Care

Summary
Wen Extended Care gains accurate time and attendance records with 

Schlage HandPunch® biometric HandReaders. 

Business need
In a nursing home, where so many people need daily attention, it’s 

important to ensure that employees are arriving on time and staying 

through the end of their shifts. Wen Extended Care needed a reliable, fast 

and accurate system for ensuring that their 1,300 employees were on site 

for their entire shifts. The company’s existing badge and time card system 

made time tracking and reporting difficult, as many employees lost their 

badges or time cards.

Challenges
Accurate attendance tracking was a must, not only for Wen Extended 

Care’s own bookkeeping and payroll, but also for reporting to  

government agencies.

Wen  
Extended Care
A Schlage time and attendance  
case study

Statistics

Industry: Healthcare

Application: Time and attendance

Biometric: HandPunch®

HandReaders: 3 

Users: 1,300

Geography: United States



Solution
Wen Extended Care invested in Schlage HandPunch®, a highly reliable HandReader 

that verifies employees’ identities in less than one second, based on the unique size 

and shape of their hands. “It doesn’t take a fingerprint, which would have been very 

unpopular,” said Malone. “We also like it because it’s easy for our employees, who 

speak many different languages.”

Having the HandPunch’s automated records also ensures that any required reporting 

to government agencies will be absolutely accurate. Malone adds that the company 

also likes the fact that all of the HandReaders at one site can be hooked up with a 

single modem, a cost-saving feature. “The HandPunch system from Schlage provides 

exactly what we were looking for,” said Malone.

Polling of punch data can be done on demand, or set up to run automatically at user-

defined intervals. The HandReaders are “daisy chained,” so only one modem is required 

at each site, and phone line costs are minimized.

Results
The first HandPunches were installed at Wen Extended Care in July 1998 and today 

they have a total of 14 HandPunch clocks installed in three locations. “We liked the 

HandPunch a lot when we first saw it,” said Malone.

The HandPunch readers enable Wen Extended Care to provide efficient, high-quality 

patient care.
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WEN Extended Care Installation
Polling of punch data can be done on demand, 
or set up to run automatically at user-defined 
intervals. The HandReaders are “daisy chained,” 
so only one modem is required at each site, and 
phone line costs are minimized.
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T.K. Maxx saves money and time with Schlage
HandPunch®.
“We have found the HandPunch® to be very beneficial to the company as it 

means employee information is more accurate and staff cannot lose their 

means of identification.”

 - Gavin Howell, Store Systems Manager, T.K. Maxx

Summary
T.K. Maxx cuts labor management by more than 75 percent for each store 

manager in its nationwide chain of stores with Schlage HandPunch® 

biometric hand reader.

Business need
T.K. Maxx, the UK subsidiary of TJX Companies and nationwide chain of 

stores that sells fashion-wear, homewares and gifts at reduced prices, 

needed a system to help them limit their overhead costs. “It is essential 

that our store overheads are kept to a minimum,” said Gavin Howell, Store 

Systems manager for T.K. Maxx. Their prior system of card swiping was 

costing them substantial amounts of management time and money – store 

managers were spending too much time replacing lost cards or correcting 

errors caused when employees failed to clock in or out. In addition, “buddy 

punching”—employees punching in for other employees who are late for 

work—was costing them money.

T.K. Maxx
A Schlage time and attendance  
case study

Statistics

Industry: Retail

Application: Time and attendance

Biometric: HandPunch®

HandReaders: 125

Users: 36

Geography: United Kingdom
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T.K. Maxx, a TJ Maxx-like, off-price apparel and 
home fashions concept, operated 343 stores 
in the United Kingdom and Ireland at the end 
of 2012. T.K. Maxx has been very well received 
since its launch in 1994 and is the leading off-
price retailer in the United Kingdom, offering a 
unique shopping experience to that market. T.K. 
Maxx stores average 27,000 square feet in size.

Challenges
Accurate time and attendance tracking was essential to minimizing lost time and money 

at each store.

Solution
T.K. Maxx began using the Schlage HandPunch® reader in 1999. When an employee 

places his or her hand into the machine, his or her identity is verified in less than one 

second based on the unique size and shape of his or her hand. The retail chain has 

successfully eliminated the need to correct time punching errors. Store managers have 

reduced labor management administration dramatically—from five hours per week to 10 

minutes a day. Buddy punching is now impossible, so time theft has been eradicated. 

“We have found the HandPunch to be very beneficial to the company as it means 

employee information is more accurate and staff cannot lose their means of 

identification,” said Howell. 

Result 
The HandPunch system has been so successful, it has been rolled out to all distribution 

centers and T.K. Maxx stores in the UK. The retailer saves a significant amount of money 

and valuable labor hours with the improved accuracy of their time and attendance 

recording system.

About Allegion

Allegion (NYSE: ALLE) creates peace of mind by pioneering safety and security. As a $2 billion 

provider of security solutions for homes and businesses, Allegion employs more than 8,000 

people and sells products in more than 120 countries across the world. Allegion comprises  

27 global brands, including strategic brands CISA®,  Interflex®,  LCN®,  Schlage® and Von Duprin®.  

For more information, visit www.allegion.com/us or call 888.758.9823.



  

Overview 
With a major security upgrade designed around electronic locks, Santa Barbara 
City College (SBCC) expanded and centralized its access control system, achieved 
campus-wide lockdown capability and improved control over its key system. 
The new system’s Schlage AD Series electronic locks also integrate fully with the 
college’s Blackboard Transact system to provide one-card convenience and many 
additional security benefits.

Concerned with the growing number of violent incidents at educational facilities 
around the country, officials of the college took a proactive approach to improve 
security at its main campus and two satellite locations. “The administration 
wanted the ability to lock down whatever campus was experiencing an emergency 
with the push of a button,” says Julie Hendricks, the senior director of facilities, 
planning and campus development.

The project provided an opportunity to make other security improvements as well. 
According to Nancy Tolivar, of the college’s IT department, too many keys had 
been issued without proper control in past years, making it extremely difficult to 
know who had keys to which doors. Electronic locks and card readers were chosen 
to provide greater control over credentials, more flexibility, and a higher level of 
security. Following a successful pilot program, funding was approved by the Board 
of Trustees, A complete upgrade that followed included installing 600 Schlage® 
AD Series electronic locks in more than 18 buildings at three sites.

The project’s goals included expanded, centralized lock management, campus-wide 
lockdown capability, the use of electronic locks on all exterior entrances as well as on 
all rooms having a capacity of five or more occupants, and the capability to manually 
lock the electronically controlled doors from the inside. 

Santa Barbara 
City College  
case study
Upgraded security system gives 
quick lockdown capability

Concerned with the 
growing number of violent 
incidents at educational 
facilities around the country, 
officials of the college took 
a proactive approach to 
improve security at its main 
campus and two satellite 
locations.

Santa Barbara City College is located on a 74-acre bluff overlooking 
the Santa Barbara harbor and Pacific Ocean.



Top: Security officers and other staff members access 
electronic locks with NFC Smartcards.

Bottom left: Schlage AD Series electronic locks are 
used on most exterior doors.

Bottom right: Students use magnetic stripe cards for 
room access as well as for student IDs, food service, 
bookstore and other transactions.

One important feature of the AD Series electronic locks is their seamless integrationwith SBCC’s 
existing Blackboard Transact™ system. Implemented by the college in 2007, the system uses a single 
card for student IDs, food service, bookstore and other transactions, as well as security. The locks 
and other hardware, all brands of Allegion, were purchased through Blackboard, and representatives 
of both companies were involved throughout the process. The college contracted with Kinyon 
Construction, of Santa Maria, California, and its partner RKG Construction, to handle the installation.
 

Advance preparation ensures project success
The ambitious project upgraded the locks and other hardware on approximately 2,000 doors in 
a six-month period. SBCC Project Manager Jay Sullivan credits advance training and teamwork 
for much of the success. “The carpenters’ union set up stations to train workers on the new 
technology. They saw it as a skill-building opportunity, and there was tremendous cooperation 
between the electricians’ and carpenters’ unions. We had three teams of carpenters and two 
teams of electricians working on campus every night.”

Sullivan notes that other team members who played key roles in the rapid completion and 
success of the project include SBCC Director Rob Morales and the purchasing department, 
Loren Studley, Allegion’s account executive, and Shirley Gonzalez, Blackboard’s vice president. 
In addition, he says, Brandon Lovelace and the IT department, as well as Lorraine Valenzuela 
of the security department made important contributions to the security system’s design and 
installation.

Before starting the project, Sullivan worked with hardware consultant Bob Simpson, of 
Integrated Door Systems, to survey the more than 2,000 doors on the three campuses. Sullivan 
explains, “We needed to identify and tag the doors and update our drawings so we could move 
forward with developing specifications. We were making decisions with Erik Fricke, the security 
director, on a door-by-door basis under an aggressive schedule.” The survey also helped identify 
many doors and hardware items that were in unsatisfactory condition or not working properly 
and needed repair or replacement before the new locks could be installed. Sullivan adds, “When 
we walked the campus, we realized we had too many different kinds of hardware. Since we’ve 
been able to standardize, we now have a system that is not only secure, but easily maintainable 
with all the right parts.”

After the openings in all the buildings were inventoried, architect Richard McKenzie, AIA, of 
Architect’s Consulting Service, was able to create accurate CAD drawings of each, which can be 
updated easily to reflect future changes. Being able to look at building layouts and see details 
on specific door locations will simplify maintenance and could be valuable in case of a security 
incident as well. With the electronic locks, these drawings also will help workers locate hidden 
components such as panel interface modules (PIMS) for wireless locks, which often are mounted 
above the ceiling or in an equipment closet.

Quick lockdown capability boosts security
The AD Series locks are easy to install and provide real-time control and monitoring.  The 
integrated system makes it easy for administrators to add or remove users or to check the 
status of an opening. AD Series locks combine all the components required at the door into 
one integrated design that incorporates the electrified lock, credential reader, request-to-exit 
switch, door position switch, tamper guard and more. Because the AD Series is modular, it can be 
upgraded without taking the lock off the door. 

The electronic locks provide keyless entry on more than 600 doors with just the swipe of a card. 
They are installed on exterior doors and also on interior doors for any classroom or meeting room 
that can be occupied by more than five people. Most interior openings use wireless locks, which 
were easier to install in existing buildings, although high-use exterior doors are hard-wired. All 
AD Series locks have multi-tech readers that accept any NFC credential technology. The 
AD Series locks are controlled only by staff and faculty, using MIFARE NFC cards that also are 
encoded with magnetic stripe information. The college’s existing Blackboard magnetic stripe 
cards are used for student credentials and transactions. 



Top: Inside pushbutton on electronic lock allows door 
to be locked safely from inside, yet occupants can exit 
without restriction.

Bottom: Many exterior doors include LCN door closers 
to control doors and ensure that they close and latch 
securely, with Von Duprin 99 Series exit devices to 
provide security while allowing safe egress.
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Door consultant Bob Simpson says, “We had to be able to lock down every location that could 
hold five or more people electronically from a remote location and also do a local lockdown if 
necessary. Each of these locations becomes an area of refuge where people can be safe if there is 
a threat.” With the system, Security Director Erik Fricke can lock down any given area or an entire 
campus almost instantly from any location using a tablet he carries with him. In addition to Fricke, 
only the college president, vice-president and a few other authorized people have access to the 
computer system that controls the lockdown. Individual electronic locks also incorporate an 
internal pushbutton, so a professor can lock the room from the inside. If the campus goes into a 
lockdown and any students aren’t behind the safety of a door, people inside can open the door to 
let them in and then relock it safely from the inside.

Mechanical locks also upgraded
Along with the electronic locks, SBCC upgraded mechanical locks on approximately 1,400 doors 
where electronic locks were not required, using Schlage L Series mortise locks and ND Series 
grade 1 cylindrical locks. All have interchangeable cores for the new Everest 29 Primus Level 9 key 
system, which provides patent protection against unauthorized duplication through 2029.
Other Allegion hardware solutions used at SBCC include LCN 4000 Series door closers to ensure 
that doors close and latch securely, and 9500 Series automatic door operators on student 
restrooms and many building entrances. Von Duprin 99 Series exit devices provide security while 
allowing safe egress. 

Vitally important to the success of the project was the high-level commitment and support it 
received from President Lori Gaskin and Vice President Joe Sullivan. Project Manager Jay Sullivan 
says, “They really shepherded this project along, because it’s very challenging to convert the 
entire campus and change from keys to card readers. Their backing helped overcome the natural 
user resistance that could occur with a changeover like this.” He adds that the cooperation and 
team effort between the contractor and SBCC’s security, IT and facilities departments and all 
other participants played a major role in the project’s success. 

While the security of students, faculty and staff provided the major impetus for the upgraded 
safety program, it also enhanced the protection of property such as computers and other 
electronic equipment. Project Manager Sullivan states, “We now have a higher level of security 
that encompasses the entire campus. More than just switching over to the new locks, we 
redesigned the whole security system.” 

Looking ahead, SBCC plans to establish the electronic locks as a campus standard and 
implement a Near Field Communication (NFC) credential for smartphones. Additional goals 
include instituting a battery replacement schedule for wireless locks, enhancing door access 
reporting and automating door schedule and access plan input. For future construction, hard-
wired locks will be used whenever possible, with “wire-ready” openings in new buildings. These 
standards will be implemented soon, starting with a planned West Campus classroom and office 
building that will replace multiple moveable buildings.

Founded in 1909, Santa Barbara City College serves approximately 25,000 students each 
semester who enroll in courses for transfer preparation, career education and foundational skills 
and an additional 4,500 enrolled in lifelong learning classes. In 2013, SBCC was named national 
co-winner of the prestigious Aspen Institute Prize for Community College Excellence.

allegion.com/us
http://www.allegion.com/us


  

Washington State monitors offenders  
remotely with HandKey® system

“It is estimated that each kiosk report saves an officer 10 to 15 minutes in 

processing paperwork and computer entries. This allows a single officer to 

monitor a large caseload of low-risk offenders.”

    - Norm Harrison, GENIE Project Manager,  

     Washington State Dept. of Corrections

Summary
The State of Washington saves 50,000 hours annually by processing 

offenders in the community via touch screen and checking identities with 

biometric HandKey® systems. 

Business need
The State of Washington ranks second nationally in the number of 

offenders on community supervision. About three quarters of lawbreakers 

never go to prison. Those that are imprisoned need to be followed after 

their release. With the offender population growing and Department 

of Corrections (DOC) manpower limited, the state had to automate 

caseload processing to keep paperwork moving.

Washington 
State D.O.C.
An access control  case study

Statistics

Industry: State government

Application: Identity verification

Biometric: HandKey®

Hand Readers: 70+

Users: 45,000

Geography: United States



Challenges
Offenders who live all over the state must check in regularly with probation officers. 

Many also must report changes of address and employment. With no face-to-face 

contact, probation officers needed a foolproof way to verify that the information 

was coming directly from the offender. A decade ago, the DOC hit on the solution – 

biometrics, a system that uses unique biologic markers such as hand, face or eye for 

identity because they cannot be lost, stolen, forgotten, or forged.

Solution
Following extensive testing and a lengthy pilot project, the DOC deployed kiosks in 

field offices and community outstations statewide. Each kiosk contains a keypad and a 

touch screen monitor. Offenders report in via touch screen either on a regular schedule, 

or when they change addresses or employment.

After early experiments with voice recognition and fingerprint readers, the Department 

of Corrections settled on Schlage HandKey terminals as the best way to verify the 

identify of the person reporting.

“When we deployed kiosks statewide, we went to the HandKey based primarily on 

its ease of use,” said Norm Harrison, project manager for GENIE (Geographically 

Enhanced Network Information Exchange). “We experience fewer false negatives with 

this system than with other biometrics we tested.” (A false negative occurs when an 

authorized individual cannot access the system.) When offenders report to a kiosk, 

they enter their DOC number on the HandKey keypad and then place their right hand 

onto the HandReader. It takes less than a second to confirm identity.

With identity verified, offenders can update address, phone or employment data via 

touch screen, or answer standard questions about payment of financial obligations 

and other matters. In addition, probation officers can key in questions about 

supervision conditions.

Results
According to the DOC, GENIE is the largest fully-implemented system of its kind.  

About 45,000 offenders in the Washington state system either report on a regular 

schedule or when they change address or employment. The offenders use 70 kiosks 

deployed around the state. All five DOC regions have at least one location that receives 

more than 1,000 reports a month. In total, the system receives more than 26,000 

monthly reports.

“It is estimated that each kiosk report saves an officer 10 to 15 minutes in processing 

paperwork and computer entries,” Harrison reported. “This allows a single officer to 

monitor a large caseload of low-risk offenders.”

Statewide, the HandKey kiosks reduce officer processing time by an estimated 50,000 

hours a month.

The DOC uses frequency of reporting as a sanction and a control. High-risk offenders 

may be required to check in daily; transients to report frequently about living 

arrangements; and the unemployed about job searches. Harrison said that the regular 

remote contact with offenders frees officers to spend more time providing direct 

services and closely monitoring high-risk offenders.

In the four years that the HandKey system has been fully operational, Harrison said 

that the system has been remarkably free of problems.

About Washington State D.O.C.
The Washington State Legislature created the 
Department of Corrections in 1981. As a partner 
with victims, communities and the criminal 
justice system, the DOC enhances public safety, 
administers criminal sanctions of the courts and 
correctional programs, and provides leadership 
for the future of corrections in Washington state. 
The department employs over 7,000 men and 
women to administer and supervise over 15,000 
offenders housed in 13 institutions and 18 work 
training and pre-release facilities. In addition, 
there are over 93,000 offender field cases, of 
which over 61,000 are supervised offenders in  
the community.
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“We have not had any significant damage caused by offenders,” Harrison said, “since 

they view this reporting status as a privilege and appreciate the quickness and ease 

of their check-in reports. Also, after hundreds of thousands of reports, we have yet to 

have a HandKey fail or need replacement.”

The DOC plans to expand the HandKey kiosk system into prisons. By law, inmates 

must have access, in privacy, to vast amounts of information. Either staff has to hand-

deliver the information, which takes time away from other responsibilities, or the 

information must be shielded so that other inmates can’t intercept it.

“Using kiosks with HandKey biometrics will allow the institutions to provide this 

routine information without direct staff involvement,” Harrison said. “It will let staff 

concentrate on more meaningful interventions.”

HandKey® is a registered trademark of Schlage.

allegion.com/us
http://www.allegion.com/us


  

Landscape
After the International Olympic Committee named London as the host city for 

the 2012 Summer Olympics, the London Organising Committee of the Olympic 

Games (LOCOG) quickly went to work preparing London for the expected one 

million visitors who would come to the Games. The Games involved considerable 

construction, including the development of the 490-acre Olympic Park in East 

London. Properly securing one of Europe’s largest ever construction sites was the 

first critical step in the LOCOG’s long-term security plan to safeguard athletes 

and visitors during the Games. Olympic officials chose Human Recognition 

Systems (HRS), in partnership with Reliance High-Tech, to supply and manage a 

security solution that would provide multi-factor authentication and allow them 

to control access into various construction sites, and be able to track—at any 

given time—which employees were on a construction site.

Desired outcome
The building site for Olympic Park and its surrounding venues needed an 

enhanced access control system that would ensure the safety and security of 

the sites and the 4,500-strong workforce. Additionally, as activity and visitors 

increased, it was imperative the security solution could accommodate greater 

volumes of transactions without compromising security or hampering progress. 

London 
Olympic Park

Olympic Minister Tessa Jowell and  
Security Minister Lord West use the Schlage 
HandKey Readers



Challenges

• Sheer volume: HRS needed a solution that could securely manage the access 

and identities on a large scale, but was also flexible enough to be deployed 

across a continuously changing landscape that encompassed the entire 

Olympic Park outer perimeter and key sites within the park. 

• Speedy and secure: Given the vast number of workers, the solution needed to 

be fast and efficient. Access had historically been granted using a card-based 

system that required security officers to verify the credentials of each employee 

against his card—a laborious process that slowed progress. And while smart 

cards were faster and more secure than other options, they were not the best 

choice for this highly-secure venue.  

• Industrial environment: Construction environments are often dusty or dirty. 

Any technology solution needed to be able to withstand the construction 

environment and still be able to read credentials—even if they were dirty.

Solutions
Due to the high-risk nature of the site, HRS chose a biometric access control 

solution that combined smart card technology and biometric HandReaders. 

Together, these two technologies provided multi-factor authentication as a single 

secure access control tool. 

Here’s how it worked:

• A worker was enrolled in the system by placing his hand on the platen of the 

Schlage® HandKey II. 

• At construction sites, each user presented a smart card—complete with a photo 

ID, biometric template and personal cardholder information—to an external 

reader allowing it to read the biometric template on the card.

• The user then placed his hand on the HandKey II so identification could be 

validated against the biometric template.

• If the hand matched, the worker was allowed entry through the turnstile. 

• Each transaction was recorded by the system and provided project managers 

with accurate information on the number of workers onsite, duration of stay and 

other information. 

The HandKey II readers were installed at 140+ access points, 18 vehicle lanes and 

20 enrollment stations. They were the ideal solution for Olympic Park for several 

reasons:

• Unparalleled security: HandKeys eliminate unauthorized access because the 

credentials cannot be duplicated, lost or stolen. They measure the size and 

shape of a person’s hand, including length, width, thickness and surface area to 

verify the person’s identity.

• Durability: HandKeys work well in industrial environments because they can 

accurately identify a user even if his hand is dirty, wet or injured, or if the device 

is damp, dusty or dirty. In a construction environment where hands and fingers 

often take a beating, the readers are unaffected because they are evaluating a 

three-dimensional reading of the hand’s shape.

• Speed: HandKeys processed up to 5,000 workers per hour at peak times, at a 

speed of about five to eight seconds per transaction.
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• Accuracy: They boast a low false reject rate because they are unaffected by dirty hands 

or devices.

• Ease of installation and use: Fast installation and intuitive enrollment increases user 

convenience and the overall experience. 

• Enhanced functionality: They track and monitor who is on site, providing instant 

muster reports for safe emergency evacuation.

Result
The combined smart card and biometric hand reader solution was very successful for 

London Olympic Park. In fact, it was used during three stages:

• Stage 1: Building Olympic Park

• Stage 2: Transforming the site, post Olympic Games

• Stage 3: Upgrading the site, which will be complete in 2015-2016

In total, 81,000 people were enrolled in the system, with approximately 15,000 workers 

accessing the readers daily. The readers managed 22 million+ transactions throughout 

the construction phase of Olympic Park. To date, more than 30 million transactions 

have been processed. Biometric HandReaders are the rapidly growing choice over other 

technologies, ID badges and credentials for their proven track record of reliability—even 

in harsh environments.

Watch video on HandKey Readers at London Olympic Park

Downloadables
Biometrics: By the hand

High security applications for biometrics

www.allegion.com/us
http://allegion.com/us
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7BjwpTo75oI#t=29
http://us.allegion.com/IRSTDocs/Article/110052.pdf
http://host.msgapp.com/uploads/96219/architect/High_security_applications_biometrics.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7BjwpTo75oI#t=29


The MultiPoint Lock from Schlage is just that solution. 

Specifically designed for use in high security applications 

and areas affected by severe weather, like tornadoes and 

hurricanes, this versatile lock can be used in many types of 

applications, including schools, assisted living, healthcare, 

government or corporate campuses.

How it works
The MultiPoint Lock is a locking system that secures a door  

at three points: top, bottom and traditional latch location on 

the side. 

• It uses a patent-pending mortise lock to interface with a pair 

of vertical rods within the door. 

• Turning the handle retracts all three latches.

• Closing the door automatically engages all three latches and 

secures the door immediately. 

The result is an exceptionally strong assembly that withstands 

tremendous abuse. Best of all, from a user’s perspective, it 

functions like a standard door lock.

Schlage® MultiPoint Lock

When a building needs to protect itself—and more importantly, its 

occupants—against windstorms, it needs more than a standard lock. 

It needs a solution that is designed to withstand the abuse of  

Mother Nature.

Product profile
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Key features
The Schlage MultiPoint Lock offers several advantages:

• Six available functions:

 • Classroom

 • Classroom security

 • Office/entry

 • Passage

 • Exit

 • Storeroom

• Multiple configurations: All functions are available as 

inswing or outswing single or pair doors.

• Suite capabilities: The MultiPoint Lock is compatible with 

all Schlage L-Series mortise levers, and coordinates with 

many other Schlage locks and Von Duprin® exit devices. 

• Trim styles: It is available in sectional (rose) and escutcheon 

to suite with trim styles throughout a building.

• Simple installation: Vertical rods come pre-installed and 

pre-aligned in doors, simplifying the installation.  

Types of assemblies
Complete MultiPoint assemblies are available for tornado, 

tornado shutter, hurricane and high security configurations, 

meeting the stringent testing standards for differing code and 

specification requirements.

• MultiPoint Lock – Tornado: All tornado solutions meet 

FEMA 320/361 guidelines and are tested for the most 

powerful EF5 tornadoes, providing protection from wind 

speeds up to 250 mph and 15-lb projectile impacts at 

100 mph. Because of the extreme requirements, tornado 

solutions are tested as complete assemblies, including the 

MultiPoint Lock with a Steelcraft® Paladin door. This solution 

is ideally suited for classrooms, storerooms, community 

rooms or dedicated storm shelters. 

• MultiPoint Lock – Tornado shutter: The MultiPoint Lock 

is available in a shutter configuration for securing windows 

during a tornado. Identical in design and performance to the 

shelter version, the storm shutter has a four-sided frame that 

mounts against a window from the inside to protect shelter 

occupants from flying glass and debris.

• MultiPoint Lock – Hurricane: When paired with a Steelcraft 

Hurricane door, the MultiPoint Lock meets the Florida 

Building Code Enhanced Hurricane Protection Area (EHPA) 

standard, providing maximum protection during a hurricane.

• MultiPoint Lock – High security: The MultiPoint Lock can 

be used to protect high security applications where a single 

latch or latch and deadbolt are insufficient. With all the 

same L-Series trim and lever options, the MultiPoint Lock fits 

seamlessly and adds security to a building. 

Learn more about how the MultiPoint lock can meet your 

windstorm needs by contacting an Allegion spec writer (or 

calling 877-929-4350).

http://www.allegion.com/us
http://us.allegion.com/communities/architects/write_a_spec/Pages/contact_us.aspx


  

Yeager Airport
A Schlage Biometrics access control  
case study

West Virginia airport secures critical areas with 
biometric HandReaders
“It has been the consensus since 9/11 that using biometrics in access control 

validation is the way to go.” 

 - Rick Atkinson, Director, Yeager Airport

Summary
West Virginia’s Yeager Airport uses biometric readers to guard entry to sensitive 

areas in the open-access passenger terminal.

Business Need
The U.S. Transportation Security Administration (TSA) soon will issue rules for 

how airports control access to control towers, perimeters, vehicle gates and 

other sensitive areas. The requirements will be based on pilot security technology 

projects currently underway at 20 U.S. airports. Yeager Airport in Charlottesville, 

West Virginia is getting a jump on the new Homeland Security regulations by 

conducting its own pilot program.

Challenges
Yeager Airport’s control tower is in the busy passenger terminal. Not all of the 

airport’s 80 employees need control-tower access, but a significant number do. 

The doors open an average of five times an hour around the clock. In the past, 

Yeager Airport’s own police force guarded the control tower doors 24 hours a 

day, at a daily cost of $1,200. The airport’s HVAC systems and other sensitive 

equipment are in the basement near the stairway that leads to the control tower. 

Two months after 9/11, the airport began testing a cost-effective system for 

controlling access to both critical areas.

Statistics
Industry: Transportation

Application: Access control

Biometric: HandKey®

HandReaders: 5

Geography: United States



Solution
Yeager Airport installed five Schlage biometric HandKeys® to secure the control tower 

area. An airport employee uses the keypad to enter a personal identification number 

(PIN) and then places a hand on the reader.

The HandReader simultaneously analyzes more than 31,000 points and 

instantaneously records more than 90 separate measurements of an individual’s 

hand -- including length, width, thickness and surface area -- to verify that the person 

using the device is really who he or she claims to be. The HandReader compares this 

information with a previously-stored template of the individual’s hand. 

Once the person is identified as a valid user, the control tower door opens. The entire 

reading and verification process takes less than a second. 

“It has been the consensus since 9/11 that using biometrics in access control validation 

is the way to go,” said Rick Atkinson, Airport Director. “It is our belief that the TSA will 

recommend some form of biometrics be used either instead of or in addition to other 

access control measures.”

Results
The HandKeys significantly lowered payroll costs by eliminating the need for around-

the-clock guards at the control tower doors. “Since the readers were installed they have 

been remarkably easy to administer and simple to maintain,” Atkinson said.

Yeager Airport
Yeager Airport, named for flying ace Brigadier 
General Charles “Chuck” Yeager, began 
operations in 1947. The airport sits 937 feet 
above sea level in the hills near Charleston, West 
Virginia’s capital, a government, coal-mining and 
transportation hub. Today, the airport occupies 
737 acres. Six commercial carriers serve the  
region’s residents and businesses.

About Allegion

Allegion (NYSE: ALLE) creates peace of mind by pioneering safety and security. As a $2 billion 

provider of security solutions for homes and businesses, Allegion employs more than 8,000 

people and sells products in more than 120 countries across the world. Allegion comprises  

27 global brands, including strategic brands CISA®,  Interflex®,  LCN®,  Schlage® and Von Duprin®.  

For more information, visit www.allegion.com/us or call 888.758.9823.
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In a commercial, healthcare or educational setting, these 

innovative door solutions provide not only an aesthetically 

appealing look, but protect the integrity of the door and ensure 

efficient egress.

Von Duprin® 98/9950WDC and 33/3550AWDC Series
The Von Duprin 98/9950WDC and 33/3550AWDC present 

an innovative solution for wood door applications where exit 

devices are required. Instead of traditional surface-mounted, 

vertical rods, the WDC (Wood Door Concealed) system 

utilizes a cable system that provides numerous advantages. 

Installation is as simple as inserting the cable and “winding up” 

the excess using the patented spool system. The system allows 

the use of auto-deadlatching top latches and bottom bolts. 

And, the structural integrity of the door is better maintained 

because less material is removed to support the cable system 

than with a traditional rod system.

Other features

• Fire-rated applications

• Optimized door prep latches that retain the structural 

integrity of the door

• Self-adjusting bottom bolt deadlocks in any adjustment 

position provide enhanced security

• Accessible adjustment from edge of door make 

modifications easy

• Standard and decorative lever designs available with all 

Schlage suites

Ordering and product suiting information

Concealed wood door solutions from Schlage and Von Duprin

Wood doors add unmistakable beauty to a building… as long as door 

hardware doesn’t distract from their look and design. The new wood 

door solutions from Schlage® and Von Duprin®, will maximize the 

beauty of your doors, without compromising security. 

Product profile

Consistent hardware style
All standard and decorative lever designs suite with the 

existing 98/99, 33A/35A, and 94/95 series devices; as well 

as with the Schlage® LM9200 series, L mortise lock and LT 

tubular locks.

http://us.allegion.com/industries/custom/concealed/Pages/default.aspx
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About Allegion

Allegion (NYSE: ALLE) creates peace of mind by pioneering safety and security.   

As a $2 billion provider of security solutions for homes and businesses, Allegion  

employs more than 8,000 people and sells products in more than 120 countries across  

the world.  Allegion comprises more than 25 global brands, including strategic brands  

CISA®,  Interflex®,  LCN®,  Schlage® and Von Duprin®. For more, visit www.allegion.com.

Learn more by calling 877-929-4350 or contacting an Allegion 

spec writer.

Schlage LM9200 Series

Based on the Schlage L Series mortise lock—a foundation 

based on unsurpassed reliability, flexibility and performance—

the Schlage LM9200 Series is an innovative one- or two-point 

latch solution for pairs of wood doors where both leaves need 

to be active. The LM9200 also utilizes concealed vertical 

cables for simpler installation and maintenance.  

Other features

• Fire-rated applications

• Compatible with sectional and escutcheon trim

• Backer plates not required for wood door applications

• 14 functions (mechanical and electrical) for easy  

application integration

• Over 30 lever design options to complement your design

Ordering and product suiting information

http://www.allegion.com/us
http://www.allegion.com
http://us.allegion.com/communities/architects/write_a_spec/Pages/contact_us.aspx
http://us.allegion.com/communities/architects/write_a_spec/Pages/contact_us.aspx
http://us.allegion.com/industries/custom/concealed/Pages/default.aspx


More durable and secure than ever before, the portfolio 

features mechanical, wired electrified and wireless electronic 

options to provide a total building solution for your next 

project—without sacrificing aesthetics.

The ND Series has been redesigned to make it the strongest 

cylindrical lock Schlage has ever built. Exceptional durability 

and improved installation are among the enhancements of the 

redesigned ND mechanical lock, which serves as the foundation 

for the wired electrified and NDE wireless electronic lock. 

Together, the Schlage ND family offers strong, secure solutions 

for every opening within the building. 

Choosing a comprehensive offering goes beyond simplicity. 

The suitability of Schlage’s ND locks enhances aesthetics from 

door to door. When combined, the mechanical, wired electrified 

and wireless electronic solutions provide a common look and 

consistent user experience throughout the building. 

Industry insights

Strong, secure, smart, Schlage 
Schlage® ND Series—a comprehensive building solution

Modern construction requires a mix of products throughout a building. 

Door hardware alone comes with plenty of options to consider. When it 

comes to the locks, streamline the selection process with a single-brand 

solution like the enhanced Schlage ND Series. 

It’s one platform with three solutions. The mechanical, wired 

electrified and wireless electronic solutions are all built on the 

same chassis with an offering of multiple lever designs and 10 

finishes that suite with other Schlage locks and Von Duprin® 

exit devices. 

You don’t have to compromise when it comes to aesthetics 

versus security. Schlage has you covered with a secure solution 

for every opening. 

From mechanical to wired electrified to 

wireless electronic the ND Series offers a 

grade 1 solution for the entire project.



ND mechanical
The Schlage ND is extremely versatile and is regularly used 

in healthcare, education, government, office, retail and other 

commercial applications. With 31 mechanical functions, the ND's 

range spans from the simple (non-locking passage) to complex 

(double-cylinder security) to specialized (school time-out lock). 

Because the ND uses an ANSI 161 door prep, commonly used 

across cylindrical locks, it is ideal for both new construction and 

retrofit applications.

See the specs.

ND wired electrified
Wired electrified locks complement the mechanical offering and 

are typically incorporated into a wired access control system or 

used independently with a remote access switch (e.g. switch 

behind a receptionist desk). The electrified ND is ideally used in 

high traffic areas, where line power ensures continuous operation, 

and new construction, where electrified door prep, hinges and 

wiring can easily be incorporated into the building.

See the specs.

NDE wireless electronic
Wireless locks complete the offering by delivering all of the 

electronic access control system hardware components required 

at the door in a single integrated design. It installs in minutes with 

only a Phillips screwdriver. NDE wireless lock applications include 

retrofit applications where electronic credentials can be used for 

improved visibility and control; new construction to expand the 

scope of access control to interior openings; and low to medium 

traffic areas, where battery power delivers long life. 

See the specs.
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About Allegion

Allegion (NYSE: ALLE) is a global pioneer in safety and security, with leading brands like 

CISA®,   Interflex®,   LCN®,   Schlage®,   SimonsVoss® and Von Duprin®. Focusing on security 

around the door and adjacent areas, Allegion produces a range of solutions for homes, 

businesses, schools and other institutions. Allegion is a $2 billion company, with products 

sold in almost 130 countries. For more, visit www.allegion.com.

Contact an Allegion spec writer (or call 888-670-4329) today for 

assistance on your building projects.

ND mechanical

ND wired electrified NDE wireless electronic

Schlage® ND Series

http://us.allegion.com/IRSTDocs/DataSheet/106486.pdf
http://us.allegion.com/IRSTDocs/DataSheet/110875.pdf
http://us.allegion.com/IRSTDocs/DataSheet/110409.pdf
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